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ABSTRACT
On Creases and Curved Links: Design Approaches for Predicting and Customizing Behaviors in
Origami-Based and Developable Mechanisms
Jared J. Butler
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
This work develops models and tools to help designers address the challenges associated
with designing origami-based and developable mechanisms. These models utilize strain energy,
kinematics, compliant mechanisms, and graphical techniques to make the design of origami-based
and developable mechanisms approachable and intuitive.
Origami-based design tools are expanded through two methods. First presented is a generalized approach for identifying single-output mechanical advantage for a multiple-input compliant
mechanism, such as many origami-based mechanisms. The model is used to predict the forcedeflection behavior of an origami-based mechanism (Oriceps) and is verified with experimental
data from magnetic actuation of the mechanism. Second is a folding technique for thick-origami,
called the regional-sandwiching of compliant sheets (ReCS), which creates flat-foldable, rigidfoldable, and self-deploying thick origami-based mechanisms. The technique is used to create
mountain/valley assignments for each fold about a vertex, constraining motion to a single branch
of folding. Strain energy in deflected flexible members is used to enable self-deployment. Three
physical models, a simple single-fold mechanism, a degree-four vertex mechanism, and a full tessellation, are presented to demonstrate the ReCS technique.
Developable mechanism design is further enabled through an exploration of their feasible
design space. Terminology is introduced to define the motion of developable mechanisms while
interior and exterior to a developable surface. The limits of this motion are identified using defined
conditions. It is shown that the more difficult of these conditions may be treated as a non-factor
during the design of cylindrical developable mechanisms given certain assumptions. These limits
are then applied to create a resource for designing bistable developable mechanisms (BDMs) that
reach their second stable positions while exterior or interior to a cylindrical surface. A novel
graphical method for identifying stable positions of linkages using a single dominant torsional
spring, called the Principle of Reflection, is introduced and implemented. The results are compared
with a numerical simulation of 30,000+ mechanisms to identify possible incongruencies. Two
tables summarize the results as the guide for designing extramobile and intramobile BDMs.
In fulfilling the research objectives, this dissertation contributes to the scientific community of origami-based and developable mechanism design approaches. As a result of this work,
practitioners will be better able to approach and design complex origami-based and developable
mechanisms.

Keywords: origami-based design, developable mechanisms, bistability, compliant mechanisms,
deployable mechanisms, multifunctional, design tools
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Multifunctionality in structures, vehicles, and mechanisms is an enabling technology. Traditional mechanisms have mostly been designed by developing individual components or subsystems for individual needs and then combining these subsystems for a complete system design.
This “one unit, one purpose” approach permits optimization of individual subsystems to be pursued with minimal impact on other subsystems. However, the reduction of interdependence can
mean the loss of opportunities to reduce mass, volume, cost, and performance at a system level.
A replacement of this “one unit, one purpose” approach with a “one unit, one design” mentality would allow for multiple functions within a device [1]. Innovative, multifunctional concepts
that integrate subsystem functions into existing vehicles, structures, or mechanisms could provide
integrated capabilities, such as reconfigurable mechanisms, vehicles that change performance for
varying conditions, multifunctional minimally invasive surgical equipment, and adaptive structures.
Deployable mechanisms are devices that can stow in a small volume and deploy when
needed. Deployable mechanisms have found use in a variety of applications, including medical
devices [2], space-based systems [3], and structures [4]. Deployable mechanisms can be multifunctional devices when they can exist in one state for certain needs then deploy to a new configuration to perform specified tasks. Origami-based mechanisms and developable mechanisms are
both types of devices that fall into this category. They show particular promise in their ability to
be highly compact when stored then able to deploy and perform functions. Design of origamibased and developable mechanisms can be difficult due to a number of challenges, including the
complex relationship of internal strain energy and configuration, the coupled relationships between
mechanism components and stored space, and an incomplete understanding of their design space.
The objective of the research presented in this dissertation is to develop models and tools
to help designers address these design challenges. This is done through the development of models
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to predict force-deflection behavior, approaches to customize thick-folding origami behavior, and
identification of developable mechanism design space. The remainder of this chapter introduces
the background and research objectives of this work, followed by a discussion of the organization
and applicability of the following chapters.

1.1

Background
This background provides an brief review of terminology and past research that is used in

the following chapters.

1.1.1

Compliant Mechanisms
Compliant mechanisms are mechanical devices that gain some or all of their motion through

the deflection of flexible segments [5]. Compliant mechanisms can reduce part count, have potential for monolithic design, reduce weight and wear, are able to withstand harsh environments, lack
friction contacts, and are compact. These attributes are especially beneficial for space design as the
complexities of backlash, outgassing, pin-joint friction, and maintenance are mitigated. Methods
for modeling compliant mechanisms and their highly non-linear behavior [6–12] have driven the
development of various design methods for compliant mechanisms [9,13–15]. Because deployable
mechanisms require the deflection or large motion of parts to move, implementing principles of
compliant mechanism design to origami-based and developable mechanisms is a logical step in
advancing deployable mechanism capabilities.

1.2

Origami-based Engineering
Origami, the ancient art of paper folding, has provided a way to represent ideas and art

through paper. Recently scientists, mathematicians, and engineers have developed methods to exploit this age-old art form in engineering applications. While traditional mechanisms use pins or
hinges to provide motion, origami shows promise by reducing parts and complexity in design.
Origami-based design has become a branch of compliant mechanism research, providing an alternative solution to traditional design methods that reduces cost and improves performance by replacing traditional hinges, joints, or other moving parts with flexible members [5]. Origami-related
2

research is evolving rapidly, demonstrated recently in minimally-invasive surgical equipment [16],
strong structures capable of fabrication from a single sheet [17], expanding heart stents [18], and
small digestible robots [19].
Though origami-based mechanisms can be an attractive option, their design is complicated
by the interaction of motion and forces. Understanding transmission of forces within compliant
origami-based mechanisms is challenging due to complex kinematics, inherent stiffness in joints,
damping, and possible multi-input actuation. This understanding is particularly important when
a mechanism is required to perform a mechanical task beyond simple motion, requiring specific
force-deflection behavior and force output.
Understanding the forces involved in the actuation of these mechanisms would provide designers the ability to create mechanisms that are capable of doing work and applying desired loads
in given applications. Mechanical and geometric advantage have been used in the past to predict
force outputs in simple and complex mechanisms. These traditional approaches must inherently
become more complex when panels and hinges are constrained to complex motion, such as is the
case with origami-based mechanisms. Additionally, if joints are created with flexible components,
strain energy within the system makes analysis of mechanism motion and resultant forces difficult
to predict.
Direct implementation of traditional paper-folding techniques in engineering applications
is also difficult due to the need to use engineering materials. The thickness introduced by these
materials therefore requires adaptation of traditional approaches. While there are many challenges
associated with this process, this dissertation is concerned with the need to select desirable traits in
thick-folding origami and adapt traditional paper-folding methods to provide desirable behaviors
in engineering materials.

1.3

Mechanisms on Developable Surfaces
The surfaces of many devices and structures closely approximate developable surfaces.

The term “developable mechanisms” describes mechanisms that conform to or deploy from these
developable surfaces. These mechanisms could be designed to perform complex tasks, yet be
hyper-compact (occupy minimal volume) in a stowed state and even be contained within or monolithic with the surface. The recurrence of developable surfaces in most devices and structures
3

(a) Developable mechanisms could deploy to give
new functions, such as a wheel transitioning from
rolling to climbing.

(b) Mechanisms integrated into structures could allow for
storage of structures at launch but have complex motion
for various tasks.

Figure 1.1: Application concepts of developable mechanisms.

makes them ideal for incorporating developable mechanisms. Through the creation of developable
mechanisms, many opportunities and capabilities, such as reconfiguration or subsystem integration
into mechanism structures, could be realized. Examples of such multifunctional devices are shown
in the concept sketches of Figure 1.1.

1.3.1

Developable Surfaces
Developable surfaces are those that can be developed, or flattened, into a plane without

stretching or compressing [20]. These surfaces are a subset of ruled surfaces, which are characterized by their quality that for any point on the surface there exists a straight line lying upon the
surface that intersects that point. These lines, known as ruling lines, are a direction of principal
curvature on the surface [21]. Three curved classes of developable surfaces exist, which are generalized cylinders, generalized cones, and tangent developed surfaces [22], with ruling lines that
are parallel, intersecting, and tangent to a spatial curve, respectively. More complex surfaces can
be created through combinations of these classes through alignment of ruling lines and reflection
of surfaces [23–25]. Much work has been done on algorithms for modeling developable surfaces,
mainly through computational means [26–29].
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(a) A general cylinder.

(b) A regular cylinder

Figure 1.2: Cylinders are a type of developable surface. This work focuses on regular cylinders,
such as the one shown in (b)

In particular, because cylindrical surfaces are conducive to manufacturing, aerodynamics,
and other performance metrics, they are found in many applications, including rocket bodies, satellites, drills, booms, shafts, nozzles, pillars, consumer products, medical devices, and many other
instances. Cylindrical surfaces may be categorized as general cylinders and regular cylinders, as
shown in Figure 1.2. This dissertation investigates the latter.

1.3.2

Developable Mechanisms
Developable mechanisms are defined as mechanisms that (i) are contained within or con-

form to developable surfaces when both are modeled with zero-thickness, (ii) have mobility, and
(iii) do not require the developable surface to deform to enable the mechanism’s movement [30].
The mobility of these mechanisms is achieved by aligning hinge-axes with the ruling lines on developable surfaces. Simple developable mechanisms, such as the hinged door to the Apollo Lunar
Module or on vertically-opening airplane door shown in Figure 1.3, have followed this principle
as a means of allowing simple motion on a developable surface. By placing the door hinge along a
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Figure 1.3: This plane door is a simple developable mechanism. The hinge lies along the ruling
lines of the developable surface.

ruling line, these mechanisms can avoid an overly complex door hinge that would be necessary if
the door opened horizontally and prevents strain in a traditional hinge on a curved surface.
Several behaviors are of key interest in the maturation of developable mechanisms. First,
the ability of a developable mechanism to move entirely into (intramobile) or away from (extramobile) a developable surface allows the device to be integrated into existing systems with minimal
impact on the function of those systems. Recent work has investigated a mechanism’s ability to
move intramobile or extramobile [31], but methods to determine the range of those motions are
lacking. Second, the capacity for developable mechanisms to demonstrate bistable behavior while
exterior or interior to a cylinder could provide added functionality, such as minimizing energy costs
during use.

1.4

Research Objectives and Organization
The objectives of this dissertation are intended to further enable the design of origami-

based and developable mechanisms. Research on the force-deflection and behaviors of origamibased mechanisms is combined with work on determining the motion and bistable behaviors of
developable mechanisms. These objectives may be summarize by the following:
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• Objective 1 Create methods of predicting mechanical advantage and output forces in complex compliant mechanisms.
• Objective 2 Develop a design framework for the design of thick-folding origami with customized behaviors.
• Objective 3 Identify and apply the limits of extramobile and intramobile motion in cylindrical developable mechanisms to create multifunctional developable mechanisms that exhibit
bistable behavior.
The organization of the dissertation follows these objectives. The following chapters1 address these objectives as described here.
Objective 1 Chapter 2 presents a generalized approach to predicting force outputs in compliant
systems when many inputs are used [32]. The approach is demonstrated in a multi-input compliant
minimally-invasive laparoscopic device. Test results demonstrate the predictive accuracy of the
model.
Objective 2 Chapter 3 introduces design guidelines on how to implement thick-folding in an
origami-based deployable system with specific behaviors [33]. The approach provides a framework to create a self-deploying, flat-folding, rigid-folding thick origami device that is constrained
to a single folding branch. The method is demonstrated in physical prototypes ranging from a
simple fold to a complex tessellation.
Objective 3 Chapter 4 investigates the design space for unique motions in developable mechanisms. The work analyzes the possible motions of all links in a developable mechanism and
provides justification on why the more complex motions of these mechanisms may be ignored
during their design [34]. Lastly, Chapter 5 presents design guidelines and methods for creating
bistable developable mechanisms with second stable positions that lie entirely outside or inside of
a reference cylinder [35]. This work presents all possible cases and a decision flow chart to help in
more complicated scenarios.

1 Chapters

are based on publications [32–35]
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CHAPTER 2.
A MODEL FOR MULTI-INPUT MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE IN ORIGAMIBASED MECHANISMS

2.1

Introduction
Mechanical advantage can be useful in predicting force outputs in a mechanism. Mechan-

ical advantage is traditionally defined for single-input and single-output rigid-body mechanisms.
Less defined is the mechanical advantage of multiple-input compliant mechanisms, such as systems with multiple actuators, applied loads, or dynamic loading. While models for compliant mechanical advantage have been developed [36], a generalized approach for identifying single-output
mechanical advantage for a multiple-input compliant mechanism would prove useful in predicting
complex mechanism behavior, such as that found in origami-based mechanisms.
Origami-based mechanisms are a type of compliant mechanism that potentially offer unique
solutions to engineering problems, having found application in the medical field [19, 37–40],
aerospace technology [41–43], aircraft construction [44–46], batteries [47], and robotics [48–
54]. Origami can enable the design of mechanisms that change shape to meet practical requirements [55] or to construct mechanical meta-materials [56]. While the use of origami-based mechanisms can be attractive to designers, the design process is complicated by the interaction of motion
and forces. Understanding transmission of forces within origami-based compliant mechanisms
is challenging due to complex kinematics, inherent stiffness in joints, damping, and multi-input
actuation. This understanding is particularly important when a mechanism is required to perform
a mechanical task beyond simply achieving a desired folding motion – requiring specific forcedeflection behavior and force output.
One recently proposed origami-based mechanism is the forceps known as the Oriceps [16],
shown in Figure 2.1. The Oriceps are an example of action origami, origami designed to exhibit
motion in its folded state [57]. The Oriceps have the potential to be an inexpensive and scalable
alternative to current forceps used in the medical industry. The Oriceps can be fabricated from a
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Figure 2.1: Oriceps being actuated.

Figure 2.2: Oriceps fold pattern. Solid lines represent valley folds, while dotted lines represent
mountain folds.

single flat sheet of material, deployed from a planar configuration to an operating configuration,
and are capable of producing a clamping motion, as seen in Figure 2.1.
The objective of this paper is to develop a model that can predict multi-input mechanical advantage in complex compliant mechanisms. This model will be used to predict the force-deflection
behavior of an origami-based mechanism, specifically the Oriceps. The model is verified by experimental data gathered from magnetic actuation of the Oriceps. Key parameters within the model
are discussed and their effects on performance are explored.

2.2
2.2.1

Background
Mechanical Advantage
Mechanical advantage has been traditionally used to predict single output forces in a rigid-

body mechanism and is found by comparing the output force to the input force as:
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MA =

||Fo ||
||Fi ||

(2.1)

The mechanical advantage of a rigid-body mechanism can also be viewed as a function of differential change in position of the input with respect to the output of the mechanism:

MA =

dsi
dso

(2.2)

Previous work has identified the mechanical advantage of rigid-body mechanisms when multiple
output forces are desired in a mechanism [58].
Compliance in a mechanism increases the complexity of accurately modeling its mechanical advantage. Strain within the mechanism reduces the expected output forces [59]. Salamon and
Midha [36] developed a form for mechanical advantage in a traditional single-input and singleoutput compliant mechanism, defined by:



δUc
MAc = MAr 1 −
δ di Fi

(2.3)

where δUc is the differential change in strain energy due to compliance in the mechanism and
δ di Fi is the differential change in distance multiplied by the input force. Equation 2.3 defines the
compliant mechanical advantage MAc as a proportion of the mechanical advantage of a mechanism’s rigid-body motion MAr . This form of compliant mechanical advantage will serve later in
the paper as the conduit to creating a model to predict mechanism behavior with multiple inputs to
the system.

2.2.2

Oriceps
The Oriceps, shown in Figure 2.1, were inspired by the “Chomper,” an origami model

designed by Jeremy Shafer [60]. The Chomper is capable of opening and closing its “mouth”
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Figure 2.3: Open and closed positions of the Oriceps.

as a result of several simple folds in a flat sheet. The Oriceps were developed by modifying the
Chomper to create a simplified fold pattern that folded more compactly while maintaining a wide
gripping surface [16]. A general Oriceps fold pattern is depicted in Figure 2.2, and the folded form
is shown in its open and closed positions in Figure 2.3. Because the Oriceps can be fabricated using
a single sheet of material and planar manufacturing processes, they can be produced inexpensively,
potentially replacing traditional forceps with a disposable alternative.
The Oriceps achieve their motion through localized bending about crease lines while the
panels remain planar, meaning they fall into the category of rigidly foldable origami. Because most
of the displacement is a result of deformation at the crease lines, they can be modeled by compliant
hinges that act as surrogates for the origami folds. Therefore, the Oriceps can be considered a
compliant mechanism, and the flexing at the creases can be modeled with small-length flexural
pivots, with properties determined using compliant mechanism theory [5].

2.2.3

Active Materials for Actuation
Active materials represent a promising method of actuation, particularly with the applica-

tion of the Oriceps as a minimally-invasive surgical tool where the actuation method must also
be as compact as possible [16]. There have been many proposed methods for the actuation of
origami-based designs using active materials, including light-responsive polymers [61, 62], dielectric elastomers [63–66], electrothermal actuators [67], magnetics [68–72], and shape memory
alloys [73, 74]. A table comparing key metrics of these actuation methods is available in [75]. As
magnetically active materials (both permanent magnets and magneto-active elastomers) are capa11

ble of both large actuation forces and bi-directional actuation [75, 76], permanent magnets were
chosen as the actuation method for the active Oriceps used in verification testing for this paper.

2.3

Mechanical Advantage Model
While mechanical advantage is traditionally defined by single-input and single-output mech-

anisms, Equation 2.3 can be generalized to accommodate multiple inputs to find the mechanical
advantage at a single output. The denominator term in Equation 2.3 represents the differential
change in input work to the system, allowing Equation 2.3 to be written as:



δUc
MAc = MAr 1 −
δWin

(2.4)

In this form, it is observed that the ratio of differential change in strain energy δUc to
differential change in input work δWin dictates how much the compliance of the system affects the
mechanical advantage.
Equation 2.4 accommodates any strain within the system. Differential strains within the
system must all be defined with respect to the same generalized coordinate q. Doing so provides a
generalized form for the net differential strain within the mechanism:

n

dUc,i
δq
i=1 dq

δUc = ∑

(2.5)

The same approach may be used to accommodate multiple inputs within the system. Any
number of points on the mechanism may have work performed on them to affect the output force.
Using differential work as the input to the system removes the complexity of accommodating
inputs about varying directions if the differential change in work is determined with respect to the
generalized coordinate q. Doing so provides a δWin as:

n

dWin,i
δq
i=1 dq

δWin = ∑
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(2.6)

Figure 2.4: Mechanical advantage model of the Oriceps (reduced by symmetry). Input (blue, light)
and output (red, dark) moments are indicated.

Equations 2.4 – 2.6 will predict the mechanical advantage of a compliant mechanism at any
given configuration with considerations for system strain and multiple inputs.

2.4

Oriceps Model

2.4.1

Assumptions
The use of magnets as a means of actuation introduces additional complexity to the Oriceps

model.
While developing the model of the Oriceps, several assumptions were made for the behaviors of the Oriceps and the magnets. These assumptions make the analysis and equations more
useful for design as the generalized equations can quickly become complex and difficult to use.
The Oriceps are assumed to be rigid foldable, meaning all motion is assumed to be achieved
through localized flexing at the fold lines without any deflection of the panels. The panels themselves are assumed to be massless. The compliant hinges which connect the panels are assumed to
have constant bending stiffnesses.
The magnets used for actuation are assumed to have negligible interaction with each other
and the applied magnetic field within the immediate proximity of the Oriceps is assumed to be
constant and uniform.
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Figure 2.5: Partially folded vertex within the Oriceps with sector angles (α) and exterior dihedral
angles (γ) shown. The ground link (α3 ) is indicated with hatched lines.

2.4.2

Rigid-Body Motion
Due to symmetry, all vertices within the Oriceps are identical, reducing the analysis to a

single vertex which can be represented as a 1 degree-of-freedom spherical mechanism, as shown
in Figure 2.4. Here the center panel (α3 ) was considered as ground with actuation input (blue) and
output (red) acting about γ3 and γ4 respectively. The partially folded vertex is shown in Figure 2.5
with sector angles (αi ) and exterior dihedral angles (γi ) indicated.
General relationships exist for the dihedral angles of degree-4 vertices. In the special case
where:

α1 + α2 = α3 + α4 = π

(2.7)

which applies to the Oriceps, the following relations may be found [77]:

γ3 = −γ1
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(2.8)

"

(1 − cot2 ( γ21 )) cot α1 + (1 + cot2 ( γ21 )) cot α3
γ2 = 2arccot
2 cot( γ21 ) csc α1

#

"

(1 − cot2 ( γ21 )) cot α3 + (1 + cot2 ( γ21 )) cot α1
γ4 = −2arccot
2 cot( γ21 ) csc α3

(2.9)
#
(2.10)

The exterior dihedral angle γ is a measure of the deviation from flatness of the angle between two panels such that its value is 0◦ when the panels are in their planar position and ± 180◦
when fully folded.
For this vertex, the driving angle is γ3 , and the output is the angular deflection of γ4 . Using
Equation 2.8, Equations 2.9 and 2.10 can be re-written in terms of γ3 :
"


#
sin α1 cot α1 (cot2 ( γ23 ) − 1) − cot α3 (cot2 ( γ23 ) + 1)
γ2 = 2arccot
2 cot( γ23 )

(2.11)

"


#
sin α3 cot α1 (cot2 ( γ23 ) + 1) − cot α3 (cot2 ( γ23 ) − 1)
γ4 = −2arccot
2 cot( γ23 )

(2.12)

With the input and output assigned, Equation 2.2 can be used to define the mechanical advantage
of a rigid-body equivalent of the vertex as:

MAr =

dγ3
dγ4

(2.13)

which is given explicitly as:
"

[cos(α3 ) cos(γ3 ) − cot(α1 ) sin(α3 )]2 + sin2 (γ3 )
MAr =
−2 cos(α3 ) + 2 cos(γ3 ) cot(α1 ) sin(α3 )

2.4.3

#
(2.14)

Considerations for Compliance
Under the assumption that a rigidly-foldable mechanism restricts deflection to only the

creases, the strain energy within the Oriceps and any other rigidly-foldable origami mechanism
can be given by:
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l = 1.52 mm

w = 1.02 mm

(a) Oriceps fold pattern and dimensions of small-length flexure. (b) Actuated oriceps. Red arrows represent magnet poling directions. Blue arrow shows applied
magnetic field direction. Torque directions shown
in black.

Figure 2.6: Oriceps fold pattern with placement of the magnets and their respective poling directions.

n

1
Uc = ∑ ki (γi − γio )2
i=1 2

(2.15)

with γio representing the angle between panels in the vertex’s resting state and stiffness represented
by ki .
The differential change in strain energy δUc must be taken with respect to the generalized coordinate. The driving angle γ3 was selected as the generalized coordinate for the Oriceps,
yielding:

n

δUc = ∑ ki (γi − γio )
i=1

dγi
δ γ3
dγ3

(2.16)

For use on the Oriceps, input work was provided by interactions between magnetic fields.
Permanent magnets of two sizes [78] were mounted to the panels of the fold pattern as shown in
Figure 2.6. Each magnet has a specific poling direction and, when placed in a magnetic field, these
magnets align to the field. The applied torque due to the magnetic fields is given by [79]:
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N = M×B

(2.17)

where N is the torque, M is the magnetic dipole moment, and B is the applied magnetic field. B
is equivalent to the product of the applied magnetic field strength H and the permeability of free
space µo as:

B = µo H

(2.18)

Vm
µo

(2.19)

and M is given by:

M=

where m is the magnet’s remanent magnetization (specified by the manufacturer as 1.32 T) and V
is the volume of the magnet (63.9 mm3 ). Substituting these values into Equation 2.17 removes µo
from the equation and yields:

N = Vm×H

(2.20)

As the Oriceps move through the magnetic field, the magnets perform work on the panels
to which they are mounted. The magnitude of the torques can be used to find the applied work on
the Oriceps as:

4

Win = ∑ N (γi − γio )

(2.21)

i=1

where N is the torque magnitude of a given magnet.
Equation 2.21 can be differentiated with respect to the generalized coordinate γ3 to provide
the differential change in input work at a given configuration:
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of degree-4 vertex theoretical mechanical advantage profiles throughout
actuation for the rigid-body Oriceps and the compliant Oriceps. The stiffness in (b) is varied by
changing the modulus of elasticity, where E represents the modulus for the design in (a).

4

δWin = ∑ N
i=1

2.5

dγi
δ γ3
dγ3

(2.22)

Determining Mechanical Advantage in Oriceps
Using the multi-input compliant mechanical advantage model developed in Sections 3 and

4, the mechanical advantage of the fabricated Oriceps throughout actuation was calculated and predicted. This analysis was done by substituting values from the geometry and actuation parameters
of the specified design.

2.5.1

Fabrication
The Oriceps used in testing were laser cut from a 0.43 mm (0.017 in) thick sheet of

Formex® flame retardant polypropylene using the dimensions given in Table 2.1. Lightweight
rigid material was attached to the panels comprising the jaws so that they would not deform locally during actuation. The magnets attached to the Oriceps, shown in Figure 2.6, were of two
18

dimensions. Magnets attached to the left and right panels are of dimension 6.35 mm x 6.35 mm x
1.59 mm (0.250” x 0.250” x 0.0625”), and those in the center of 3.18 mm x 3.18 mm x 6.35 mm
(0.125” x 0.125” x 0.250”). In its planar state, the Oriceps are at a change point. Therefore, the
mechanism was initially actuated until its stable resting configuration was at γ3o = 5o .

2.5.2

Compliant Hinge Stiffness
The Pseudo-Rigid-Body Model (PRBM) [5] can be used to predict the stiffness of a small-

length flexure as:

ki =

EIi
li

(2.23)

where E is the material’s modulus of elasticity, I the area moment of inertia of the flexure being
considered, and l the length of the flexure. Using the experimentally measured geometry and
approximate modulus of elasticity (150 MPa) of the Oriceps, each hinge stiffness was calculated,
resulting in 4.4 × 10−4 N-m/radian for k1 and k2 and 2.2 × 10−4 N-m/radian for k3 and k4 .

2.5.3

Predicted Behavior
Figure 2.7 compares theoretical mechanical advantages of the Oriceps under varying con-

ditions. The solid blue line in each plot indicates the mechanical advantage of a rigid-body Oriceps consisting of rigid panels with hinges. The other lines show the mechanical advantages of a
compliant-hinged Oriceps under varying magnetic field strength (Figure 2.7a) and under varying
Table 2.1: Specific geometry of the Oriceps from which experimental data was gathered.
Geometry
α1
α2
α3
α4
t
w
l
L1

Value
2π
3
π
3
π
2
π
2

0.43 mm (0.017 in)
1.02 mm (0.040 in)
1.52 mm (0.060 in)
23.62 mm (0.93 in)
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Figure 2.8: Oriceps fold pattern with vertices numbered 1-4, actuation inputs, and force outputs.

hinge stiffness (Figure 2.7b). Figure 2.7a shows that as the magnetic field used to actuate the Oriceps is increased, the predicted compliant mechanical advantage approaches that of the rigid-body
Oriceps. Figure 2.7b shows that as hinge stiffness decreases, the predicted compliant mechanical
advantage also approaches that of the rigid-body Oriceps. This supports the expected result from
Equation 2.4. If δWin becomes much larger than δUc , MAc approaches MAr .
Throughout actuation, compliance in the hinges requires more input energy, decreasing the
mechanical advantage. As the actuation angle increases, the difference in mechanical advantage
between the rigid-body Oriceps and the compliant Oriceps increases. Figure 2.7 shows the increasing difference in mechanical advantage throughout actuation, qualitatively verifying the expected
behavior of the compliant Oriceps.

2.6

Force Output

2.6.1

Force Output Model
Figure 2.8 shows a schematic of the Oriceps with the locations of the multiple inputs from

the magnets, the vertices in the fold pattern (numbered 1-4), and the locations from which the
force output from the jaws was measured. It can be seen that vertices 1 and 3 split input work δWs1
between them and are therefore connected in parallel, likewise the input work δWL1 is divided between vertices 1 and 2. Using these relationships, the force output at the tip of the jaw is calculated
to be:
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Figure 2.9: Predicted blocked force output at varying values of γ3 .

h δW

s1

Fout1 =

2

(MA1 ) +

i

δWL1
δWL2
δWs2
2 (MA2 ) + 2 (MA1 ) + 2 (MA2 )

(2.24)

L1

where:

δWs1 = differential input work applied to input panel 1
δWs2 = differential input work applied to input panel 2
δWL1 = differential input work applied to output panel 1
δWL2 = differential input work applied to output panel 2
MA1 = compliant mechanical advantage of vertex 1
MA2 = compliant mechanical advantage of vertex 2
L1 = length of the Oriceps jaws

Due to the equivalency of δWs1 with δWs2 , δWL1 with δWL2 , and MA1 with MA2 , Equation 2.24 can be reduced to:
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NON-FERROUS
WIRE
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Figure 2.10: Experimental setup to test force output during magnetic actuation.

Figure 2.11: Oriceps being actuated in an applied magnetic field. Poling directions of each magnet
are indicated with red (dark) arrows and the magnetic field with blue (light) arrows.

Fout1 =

MA1 (δWs1 + δWL2 )
L1

(2.25)

Using Equation 2.25, the force output from the Oriceps can be calculated. Figure 2.9 presents
the expected force outputs at different fixed values of γ3 as the applied magnetic field strength is
increased. At a fixed angle, the output force responds linearly to the applied magnetic field as
expected. Greater values of γ3 have a lower relative output force at lower field strength. However,
as field strength is increased, the mechanical advantage approaches that of the rigid-body model,
allowing for the output force at greater values of γ3 to exceed those of lesser values.
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2.6.2

Testing
Figure 2.10 shows the full test setup with the voltage source, the electromagnet used to

generate the magnetic field, and the force transducer used to measure the force generated by the
Oriceps. The Oriceps were placed in a magnetic field as shown in Figure 2.11, and the blocked
force (reaction force at zero displacement) was measured at different magnetic field strengths. The
electromagnet supplying the magnetic field is a C-shaped magnet fabricated in-house for lab use.
The separation distance is 37.5 mm from pole face to pole face. The pole faces are 38.1 x 50.8 mm2 .
The magnet consists of approximately 400 turns over approximately 100 mm in length and is driven
by a Circuit Specialist CSI6030 0-60V/0-30A Bench Power Supply yielding a maximum field of
approximately µ0 H ' 140 mT. The vertically-directed field generated by the electromagnet in the
volume between the pole faces has been mapped experimentally using a Lakeshore Gaussmeter,
with a resolution of 0.01 mT, to measure field and a 3-axis position stage, with 0.1mm resolution,
to traverse the horizontal and vertical planes. The applied field, H, within the volume of the pole
faces varies by a maximum of 7.4% vertically and 4.3% horizontally when working 5 mm away
from the perimeter of the pole faces, as was done in the conduct of these experiments. This scaling
holds across the range of fields strengths tested in the manuscript.
When testing the blocked force, the Oriceps were constrained at γ3 = 35 ± 2◦ to ensure no
motion as the magnetic field was varied. To measure the grip strength, one of the jaw tips was
attached to a force transducer (IMADA DS2-1, 0-5 N range) with monofilament line. The magnet
is calibrated so that the strength of the magnetic field can be determined as a function of voltage.
Note that the electromagnet produces a small magnetic field of about 0.014 T even when there is
no voltage applied. As the magnetic field was incrementally increased, the measured force was
recorded and a digital image was taken to determine the angle of the monofilament line. Tests
were repeated five separate times. From this data the component of force perpendicular to the jaw
and the standard deviation for the sampled data was calculated.

2.6.3

Results
Figure 2.12 presents the results of the testing compared against the force output predicted

by the developed model. Five tests were taken and the standard deviation of those results are plot-
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Figure 2.12: Calculated blocked force output at γ3 = 35◦ as compared to experimental data. The
standard deviation of sampled points are represented with error bars.

ted in the figure. It is shown that both the model and experimental data follow an approximately
linear response. A minimum field strength of roughly 8.0e4 A/m was required to produce a measurable output force. At 7.4e4 A/m, the Oriceps remained static, producing no output force. Any
field strength lower than 7.4e4 A/m would be insufficient to overcome the strain in the system,
resulting in an output force in the opposite direction of the blocked force. This correlates with the
predicted values of the output force which become negative if the magnetic field strength drops
below 6.8e4 A/m, meaning the Oriceps will attempt to actuate outwards rather than inwards due to
the strain energy in the deflected creases.

2.7

Discussion
The model can be considered more generally to give insight on the parameters controlling

the force-deflection behavior of the Oriceps. The key parameters of the analytical model under
consideration are: δWin , the input driving the motion of the mechanism, k, the hinge stiffness
about the fold axis, and α, the sector angles of the panels.
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2.7.1

Actuation Input
When compliant hinges are used in a mechanism, a portion of the actuation input goes into

the flexing of the compliant segments, reducing the overall force transmitted to the output. In a
fixed configuration, the input energy must be greater than the energy required to flex the compliant
segments from its resting position to its fixed position to produce an output gripping force. Once
the input energy becomes equivalent to the energy required to flex the compliant segments to the
fixed position, the mechanical advantage of the mechanism is zero, reducing the force output to
zero.
In applications where the magnitude of the driving input is large relative to the stiffness
of the compliant hinges (by at least an order of magnitude), the mechanical advantage of the
compliant mechanism will closely approximate that of its rigid-body equivalent. In such cases,
the Oriceps could be modeled as having hinges with zero stiffness, which simplifies the analysis
of the mechanism.

2.7.2

Hinge Stiffness
When using compliant hinges in an origami-based design, each hinge can be modeled as

a torsional spring with an associated stiffness. Modifying the hinges to change their torsional
stiffness can significantly affect the mechanical advantage of the mechanism.
Compliant hinge stiffness is directly correlated to both the output force of the mechanism
and the available range of motion under a given input. As seen in Figure 2.7, the Oriceps under
actuation of a 7.4e4 A/m field strength is only capable of actuation up to γ3 = 35◦ . Once the
mechanical advantage reaches zero, the output force and motion also become zero, occurring when:

δWin = δUc

(2.26)

If the actuation input is limited below a maximum, δWinmax , then a critical stiffness value for a
desired range of motion (assuming all hinges have identical stiffness), kcrit , can be given as:
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kcrit =

δWinmax
n

(2.27)

dγ

∑ (γi − γio ) dγ3i δ γ3

i=1

2.7.3

Sector Angles
The mechanical advantage can be altered by modifying the sector angles (spherical link

lengths) of the vertex. The theoretical maximum mechanical advantage of a degree-4 vertex occurs
when all the sector angles are π2 ; however, a vertex with sector angles all equal to

π
2

will no longer

be fully coupled – meaning the vertex will fold sequentially (fold in half then fold in half again).
If the vertex’s sector angles approach this singularity, the range of motion is greatly reduced.
When modifying the sector angles in the Oriceps, an optimum design will maximize mechanical
advantage while maintaining a sufficient range of motion for an application.

2.8

Conclusion
This paper presents a model for calculating the mechanical advantage of a multi-input com-

pliant mechanism. The model has been verified through experimental data taken for an origamibased mechanism (i.e. the Oriceps). This model led to a discussion of key parameters affecting the
force-deflection behavior of the Oriceps.
In the development of any actuated origami-based mechanism, it is important to have a
good understanding of the parameters controlling its force-deflection behavior, motion, and mechanical advantage. The mechanical advantage model and parameters described here enable designers to gain this critical understanding of the effect of design decisions on the functionality and
actuation of the Oriceps.
Additionally, magnetically active materials (such as MAE) were demonstrated to create
folding/unfolding motion in origami-based mechanisms. The application of active materials as
actuators in origami-based mechanisms is desirable due to their compactness (relative to other
conventional actuation techniques) and ability to be triggered without mechanical interaction (e.g.,
triggering motion through applied thermal, magnetic, or electric fields).
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The model presented in this paper is applicable to compliant mechanisms where system
motion can be modeled by hinges with stiffness to represent the resistance to motion. The approach
applies to systems with greater thickness than what was demonstrated in the Oriceps, but different
design approaches would be needed to accommodate for interference between thick panels and to
provide sufficient motion in the hinges. [80]
This paper demonstrated the possibility of creating predictive models that give designers
insight into the behavior of an origami-based mechanism and parameters that control its performance. These predictive models will enable designers to overcome many of the challenges unique
to origami-based mechanisms and allow them to incorporate origami-based design principles to
overcome design challenges.
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CHAPTER 3.
FOLDING OF THICK ORIGAMI THROUGH REGIONALLY-SANDWICHED
COMPLIANT SHEETS

3.1

INTRODUCTION
Origami-based mechanisms can exhibit many useful traits [81]. Flat-foldability is the trait

to fold compactly with panels that are parallel to each other [82]. This behavior allows for convenient stowage and transportation of the mechanism which can then deploy to fulfill an intended
function. Shelters [83], barriers [84], antennas [85], and solar arrays [86] are a few examples of
origami mechanisms performing intended functions in a deployed state. Rigid foldability is a trait
of some origami folding patterns which ensures panels do not deform during their motion [87, 88],
allowing use of engineering materials or components which are required to be rigid to perform
their functions (i.e. load-bearing members, sensitive electronics).
However, when using thick materials, issues such as self-intersection arise and can be prohibitive to design. Many techniques have been developed to accommodate use of thick materials,
several of which are reviewed in [80]. These thickness accommodation techniques enable engineers to design origami-based mechanisms to retain some or all of the traits of flat-foldability,
deployability, and rigid foldability.
Deployment and actuation of origami offers its own challenges as well. As such, efforts
have been made to simplify deployment actuation, such as using magnetic fields [89] (including
those shown in Chapter 2 [32]), heat [90–92], shape-memory composites [54,93], strain energy [94,
95], and adapting patterns to better control their motion [96]. Stored strain energy in integral joints
of a mechanism is a simple way to eliminate complex internal or external deployment actuators and
can be termed as a form of self-deployment. In origami, strain occurs in the creases and methods
have been investigated to predict the strain energy induced by deflection [5, 97]. An origami-based
mechanism which can self-deploy reduces complexity and can be useful for applications ranging
from consumer products to deployable space structures.
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Figure 3.1: Three thick-folding techniques that utilize flexible parts to gain their motion. Orange
indicates the flexible portion of the mechanism. Green and blue portions are rigid panels on the
valley and mountain sides of the fold, respectively.

Once deployed flat, many origami-based mechanisms are susceptible to bifurcating to other
possible folding branches. A folding branch is a unique set of fold assignments (either mountain
or valley). At a flat configuration, all of the creases in the mechanism lie in the same plane and are
no longer constrained to a single mountain-valley assignment. In this state, creases often change
crease assignment [98, 99], and thus folding branch. This ambiguity makes folding difficult, often
requiring several inputs to assign each crease appropriately. When using thick materials, selfinterference can be used advantageously to constrain each fold to its proper assignment, creating a
single folding branch of the mechanism. An origami-based mechanism which has only one folding
branch reduces the number of inputs, simplifying the folding process.
We propose a technique to design flat-foldable, rigid-foldable, and self-deploying thick
origami-based mechanisms that offers a single branch of folding. The technique utilizes regionalsandwiching of a compliant sheet (ReCS) of non-zero bending stiffness between rigid panels. The
rigid panels are used to create self-interference (i.e. hard stops) in the deployed flat state to define
the folding branch and to define the folds of the compliant sheet as flexures. The flexures enable flat
folding and store strain energy as the source of self-deployment. We present a design framework
and demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed technique through physical prototypes.
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3.2

BACKGROUND
The technique discussed in this paper builds upon previous work and features derived from

thick-folding origami. Foundational work in thickness-accommodation and interference of thick
origami is discussed in this section.

3.2.1

Thickness Accommodation Techniques
Traditional origami is often modeled using a zero-thickness assumption. Once an appre-

ciable amount of material is being folded, consideration must be made for the movement, placement, stress, and strain of the material. Many approaches have been developed with consideration
of these elements, leading to new thick-origami mechanisms and techniques with unique behaviors [100, 101]. Thick-folding techniques have been created to allow for self-deployment [95],
flat-foldability [102–108], and preservation of the kinematics of the zero-thickness model [87,103,
109].
Hybrids of these techniques have shown to create new behaviors and have been demonstrated by [80, 106] and [110]. The ReCS technique exhibits novel behaviors through the combination of several thick folding techniques.

Membrane Technique
The membrane technique [104], shown in Figure 3.1(a), uses a flexible thin layer to enable
the motion of thick origami. Rigid panels are adhered to the membrane to create rigid segments and
are arranged with space between the panels to allow panels to fully fold. Because the membrane
is thin, it is assumed to have no thickness and no bending stiffness, allowing the device to be
stowed as seen in Figure 3.1(a). Bending of the membrane is assumed to have no influence on its
stress, allowing for tight bends and a minimization of the gap between rigid panels. However, the
lack of bending stiffness in the membrane may require external constraints to maintain a desired
configuration.
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Strained Joint Technique
The strained joint technique [107], shown in Figure 3.1(b), is a thick-folding technique
that allows folding of a monolithic piece of material, much like traditional origami. Material is
systematically removed from a single thick sheet to create rigid and flexible segments. These
segments create the panels and folds of the mechanism. Stress and strain in the thick material
require folds to have some length to prevent yielding. Strain energy created during the deformation
of these flexible segments is stored and can then be utilized to deploy the mechanism into a planar
state. The strained joint technique is also capable of creating flat-foldable origami.
A downside to the strained joint technique is its tendency toward parasitic motion. As
material is removed to create flexible segments, in-plane rotation creates undesirable motion. This
parasitic motion can be mitigated by enhancing the flexible segments with membranes [111].

Axially-Varying Volume Trimming
A thick-folding technique that sandwiches a flexible sheet of negligible bending stiffness
with rigid panels is introduced in [109] and is called axially-varying volume trimming. Past
volume-trimming approaches have removed material uniformly along the width of the fold. This
technique, which is shown in Figure 3.1(c), variably trims the volume from the panels along the
width of the fold, preserving the kinematics of the zero-thickness model. This approach allows for
simple manufacture as the mechanism is comprised of three layers that can be attached together.
Axially-varying volume trimming provides predictable motion. It cannot provide selfdeployment because of the infinitesimal length of the fold and its low-bending-stiffness folding
layer. As a mechanism folds using this technique, self-interference occurs between panels at a
valley fold, constraining the mechanism to not fold flat (as can be seen in the bottom of Figure
3.1(c)). While this method is unable to directly create flat-foldable mechanisms, it is possible to
combine this method with other thick-folding techniques to create flat-foldable thick origami, as
demonstrated in [109] and as is demonstrated with the proposed ReCS technique.
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Figure 3.2: An (a) zeroth-order fold and (b) first-order fold using the ReCS technique. Orange
represents the compliant sheet. The green and blue portions are rigid panels on the valley and
mountain sides of the fold, respectively. Subscripts of L indicate the order of the fold.

3.2.2

Interference in Origami
Origami designed with a zero-thickness assumption can have interference only when one

facet contacts another facet. A unique feature of thick origami is that panels can also interfere
with adjacent panels in the planar, unfolded state. Many thickness-accommodation techniques,
including several of the techniques reviewed in [80] and the axially-varying volume trimming [109]
technique discussed above, create panel interference in this unfolded state. Several thick-folding
techniques that use flexible joints with non-zero length, such as the membrane and strained joint
techniques discussed above, are not capable of creating hard stops at the unfolded state through the
interference of panels.

3.3

TECHNIQUE DESCRIPTION
The regional-sandwiching of compliant sheets (ReCS) technique presented in this paper

builds upon the three techniques discussed above. Elements from each of them can be seen in the
approach, including the attachment of rigid panels to a flexible sheet from the membrane technique, energy storage through strain energy found in the strained joint technique, and axial volume
trimming of two sandwiching layers from the axially-varying volume trimming technique. The
feature of interference as a hard stop in thick origami is also intentionally applied in the ReCS
technique.
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The ReCS technique uses a single compliant sheet that is sandwiched between two arrays
of rigid panels. At the simplest level, the approach can be applied to a single fold. The approach
can then be expanded to include a single vertex and eventually an entire fold pattern. This section describes the components of the ReCS technique and outlines terminology requisite for its
implementation.

3.3.1

Physical Components
Figure 3.2 illustrates the ReCS technique applied to a single fold. A compliant sheet (shown

in orange) is sandwiched by panels that allow for motion on the valley side of the fold (shown in
green) and that interfere on the mountain side of the fold (shown in blue).
The compliant sheet serves several purposes. First, it provides a backing to which rigid
panels may be attached. Second, it creates the folds that enable motion of the mechanism. Third,
it stores strain energy within the folds that allows the device to self-deploy. The resulting motion
is similar to the smooth folds described in [112].
Rigid panels are sandwiched about the compliant sheet to maintain rigidity and create hard
stops in the planar state. Mountain-sided panels create these hard stops and valley-sided panels
will allow for motion until the device is flat-folded.

3.3.2

Folds
We will use the term “crease” to identify a flexible portion on a zero-thickness origami

pattern where folding occurs. The term “fold” will identify the flexible portion of the thick origami
mechanism that deflects during folding.
The “order” of a fold describes the number of pairs of panels that “nest” between the fold’s
adjacent panels during folding. For example, the zeroth-order fold in Figure 3.2(a) folds its valleyside panels, shown in green, directly in contact with each other and has no other sets of panels
moving between them. However, the first-order fold in Figure 3.2(b) must nest a zeroth-order fold
between its valley-side panels, requiring the length of the folding flexure L to increase.
Figure 3.2 also demonstrates how panels must be sized to allow for folding to occur. The
panels on the valley side of the fold need to be adequately spaced to allow for folding motion. The
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Figure 3.3: The ReCS technique applied to a degree-4 vertex.

panels on the mountain side of the fold will be placed adjacent to each other in the planar state
along the crease. This prevents bifurcation of the fold, constraining motion to a single folding
branch. As the order of the fold increases, the distance between panels in the folded state must
also increase to accommodate the nesting of lower-order folds. Panels on the mountain side of the
fold remain adjacent to prevent bifurcation.

3.3.3

Combination of Components
Figure 3.3 demonstrates the approach applied to a degree-4 vertex. Volume in the compliant

sheet (Figure 3.3a) is trimmed to create each of the four needed folds and prevent interference of
panels at the vertex. Two sets of rigid panels are attached to the sheet, each on their respective
side of the compliant sheet. Volume from these panels is trimmed to create a desired mountainvalley assignment at each fold. Labels for the creases C1 -C4 , sector angles α1 -α4 , the vertex at the
coordinate frame, and the valley (dashed lines) and mountain (dashed-dotted line) assignments can
be seen on Figure 3.3a.
Figure 3.3a also demonstrates that the compliant sheet can be created from a single sheet
of material with portions removed, providing strength to the technique by reducing manufacturing
costs to create a self-deployable origami mechanism.
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3.4

METHODS
The content in this section provides a framework that guides one through the process of

utilizing the proposed technique. This framework is given in the following order:
1. Selection of panel thickness
2. Design of flexure lengths
3. Volume trimming
4. Customization of flexure stiffness
Included within these steps is discussion on the mathematical basis for key components of
the steps and additional insights to aid in the customization of the approach for specific applications. It should be noted that the ReCS technique presented in this paper describes an idealized
model that accounts for the unfolded and folded states of the origami mechanism. Real-life applications of the technique may require additional kinematic constraints to maintain certain assumptions
made in the method, particularly the assumption of evenly distributed stresses presented in Step 2.

Step 1: Selection of Panel Thickness
The thickness of the front and back panels t p will serve as a key design input whereon much
of the design is dependent, including the flexure lengths and maximum compliant sheet thickness.
It is assumed that for an application, the panels will be of the most interest to the designer and
will give some requisite functionality, such as solar panels or ballistic shielding. Once the panel
thickness is known, the rest of the design may then evolve.

Step 2: Design of Flexure Lengths
The distance between panels on the valley side of the fold is determined by the thicknesses
of the panels and sheet. Stresses in the bending portions of the compliant sheet can be evenly distributed by constraining its folded shape into an arc of constant curvature, resulting in an efficient
use of the sheet material. According to the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the moment in a beam is
directly proportional to the curvature of the beam as [5]
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M
ds
=
dφ
EI

(3.1)

where s is the distance along the beam, φ is the angle of the beam, M is the moment, E is the
modulus of elasticity, and I is the second moment of area. From Equation 3.1, the horizontal and
vertical displacements at the end of the beam (x and y respectively) can also be derived in the case
of a constant moment. These are given by [5]

L sin φo
φo
L (1 − cos φo )
y=
φo
x=

(3.2)
(3.3)

where φo is the angle at the end of a cantilevered beam relative to its undeflected position.
For flat-foldability, the folds need to have an angular deflection of π radians, as shown in
both the zeroth-order and first-order folds in Figure 3.2. In this state, x = 0 and y = 2L/π. The
length of the flexures Ln is then dictated by the thickness of the panels t p and sheet ts . Figure 3.2
also shows the relative amount of material between the neutral axis of the compliant sheet at the
top and bottom of the curve. The radius of the arc is then half the distance between the neutral axis
on top and bottom, providing the length of the fold flexure as


ts 
Ln = (1 + 2n) π t p +
2

(3.4)

where n indicates the order of the fold.
There is no constraint on the thickness of the compliant sheet relative to the panels. However, if ts is insignificant relative to t p , Equation 3.4 can be simplified to

Ln = (1 + 2n) πt p
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(3.5)

Step 3: Volume Trimming
Compliant Sheet With the flexure lengths evaluated, we can now determine where to remove
material in the sheet. To maximize the stiffness within each flexure, the width b (shown in Figure 3.2) is designed to extend to the interior vertex without intersecting adjacent flexures. Material
is removed at the vertex of the sheet to remove stress concentrations and to enable folding. An
example cutout is shown in Figure 3.4, along with crease line and flexure boundary vector definitions.
Algorithm 1 Determining the volume to trim from the compliant sheet.
1: for all j do
2:
Formulate crease and boundary line vectors (Eqns. 3.6-3.8)
3:
Solve for the intersection coefficients (Eqns. 3.10 and 3.12 using Eqns. 3.9 and 3.11)
4:
Project the intersections onto the crease line (Eqns. 3.13-3.16)
5:
Select one of the scalar projections (Eqns. 3.17-3.20) to scale the crease lines (substitute
r j as the λ values in Eqns. 3.13-3.14)
6:
Connect the scaled vectors around the vertex to form the polygon to trim

To determine flexure geometry at a vertex and the resulting volume to trim from the compliant sheet, an algorithm is implemented (see Figure 3.5 and Algorithm 1). The algorithm ensures
that flexures do not intersect and provides logic (for degree-four vertices) to reduce the chance of
small concavities forming between creases. For degree-four vertices, we assume that crease 1 is
the minor fold of opposite assignment to the other three folds and that crease 3 is the first-order
minor fold (0 < α1 ≤ π/2 and π/2 ≤ α2 < π) [80]. The algorithm may be used for vertices of
higher order, providing the logic that reduces concavities (Eqns. 3.17-3.20) is modified to include
the extra creases. The following equations are used in the evaluation of Algorithm 1: The jth crease
C j unit vector is defined as


cos θ j

Cj = 
sin θ j

(3.6)

where θ j is the angle from the x-axis of a reference coordinate system centered at the vertex. The
equation for the first flexure boundary line of the crease (parallel line counter-clockwise from C j )
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Figure 3.4: Vertex close-up of the suggested polygon volume to trim from the compliant sheet.

is
C0j = d j + λ j C j

(3.7)

and the second flexure boundary line (parallel line clockwise from the (j+1)th crease) is
C00j+1 = −d j+1 + λ j+1 C j+1

(3.8)

where λ j and λ j+1 are the scalar coefficients of the lines and d j and −d j are half the flexure length
L j and perpendicular to the crease. The solution of the equation C0j = C00j+1 with respect to the λ
coefficients defines the location of the intersection of the two C0j and C00j+1 lines. This equation can
be written as





C j , −C j+1 λ = − d j + d j+1

(3.9)



λ j, j+1

λ =
λ j+1, j

(3.10)

where
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and λ j, j+1 and λ j+1, j are the coefficients for the intersection of C0j and C00j+1 , respectively. Similarly, for the jth and (j-1)th intersections:




−C j , C j−1 λ = − d j + d j−1

(3.11)



λ j, j−1

λ =
λ j−1, j

(3.12)

v j, j+1 = d j + λ j, j+1 C j

(3.13)

v j, j−1 = −d j + λ j, j−1 C j

(3.14)

where

The vectors to the intersections are

and

The scalar projections onto C j are
r j, j+1 =

v j, j+1 · C j
|C j |

(3.15)

r j, j−1 =

v j, j−1 · C j
|C j |

(3.16)

and

One of the two scalar projections for each crease is selected to scale each crease’s unit vector (Eqn.
3.6) to be the distance-to-vertex value r j .
The previous equations (Eqns. 3.6-3.16) are general for any number of creases and represent the mathematical relationships of the intersections of flexure boundary lines in the planar
state. There are any number of design methods that could be used to select the set of scalar projections along the creases, each with its own considerations. A given method may or may not be
generalizable for any number of creases. In the discussion below, a possible method is described
that considers geometry that does not produce small concavities to be desirable. The following
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Figure 3.5: Detailed description of vectors and projections used in Algorithm 1 and in conjunction
with Fig. 3.4.

logic applies to degree-four vertices and eliminates small concavities (with a threshold of π/4):
r1 = max r j, j+1 , r j, j−1



min
r
,
r
,

j,
j+1
j,
j−1






r2 =



max r j, j+1 , r j, j−1 ,









α1 + α2 ≥ π and α1 < π/4 or
α1 + α2 ≥ π and α2 >= 3π/4

(3.18)

α1 + α2 ≥ π and α2 < 3π/4 or
α1 + α2 < π


r3 = max r j, j+1 , r j, j−1 , 0



min
r
,
r
,

j,
j+1
j,
j−1






r4 =



max r j, j+1 , r j, j−1 ,







(3.17)

(3.19)

α1 + α2 ≤ π and α4 < π/4 or
α1 + α2 ≤ π and α3 >= 3π/4

(3.20)

α1 + α2 ≤ π and α3 < 3π/4 or
α1 + α2 > π

Finally, the vectors to the flexure ends are formed by substituting the coefficients λ j, j+1 and λ j, j−1
with the selected r j values in Eqns. 3.13 and 3.14, constituting the flexure design at the vertex.
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Figure 3.6: Panel trimming.

Connecting these vectors around the vertex forms the two-dimensional polygon which, when cut
out of the compliant sheet, is the volume to trim at a vertex (see Figure 3.4).

Panels Figure 3.6 demonstrates how volume trimming occurs on one side of the compliant sheet.
A panel is trimmed about the vertex to match the trimmed polygon in the compliant sheet. Next,
the panel is trimmed along each valley fold between boundary lines C0j and C00j defined in Equations 3.7 and 3.8. Lastly, cuts are made along vector C j on mountain folds. The result is multiple
trimmed panels from the original, one for each facet. This process is repeated on the opposite side
of the compliant sheet (when viewed from the opposite direction so as to change the perceived
parity of each crease).

Step 4: Customization of Flexure Stiffness
With a set of flexure widths now defined, we can evaluate the stiffness and maximum thickness of the sheet. Sheet thickness influences the stress and stiffness experienced in the flexures.
Therefore, there is an upper limit to the thickness of the sheet before yielding occurs. If we assume
a constant moment (no off-axis moments applied which would result in a variable moment in the
desired axis), Equation 3.1 can be simplified through the separation of variables to yield
M=

EIφo
L
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(3.21)

Figure 3.7: Parallel flexures can replace a single large flexure to decrease stiffness while still
offering some control of parasitic motion.

The bending stiffness K can then be given by
K=

EI
L

(3.22)

Because we have designed the flexure lengths to, when in the folded state, have constant curvature,
we therefore assume the load to be a pure moment in the folded state. Then the only stress felt in
the flexure is due to bending, given by
σ=

Mc
I

(3.23)

where c is the maximum distance from the neutral axis (half the thickness of the sheet ts ). The
pattern is also flat-foldable, allowing us to substitute π for the end angle of the flexure φo .
Since the sheet has a constant thickness, different flexures will feel different stresses because of their varying lengths. Zeroth-order flexure length L0 will experience the tightest curvature
and therefore the highest stress. We can then combine L0 with Equations 3.21 and 3.23 to yield
σmax =

Eπts
2L0

(3.24)

We will set the maximum stress equivalent to the yield strength Sy with a safety factor SF to prevent
yielding of the sheet. Equation 3.4 provides Ln as a function of the thicknesses of the sheet and
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(a) Planar state.

(b) Folded state.

Figure 3.8: A zeroth-order fold created using the ReCS technique in the (a) planar and (b) folded
states.

panels. Some substitution and solving for the thickness provides
ts,max =

2t S
 p y 
S
SF E − SFy

(3.25)

Equation 3.25 provides an upper limit to the thickness of the compliant sheet, and therefore
stiffness, when designed against stress failure, given the assumption of constant curvature is held
true. Once ts has been selected, the flexure width b can be adjusted to customize the stiffness of
the device without altering the stress in the flexures. The flexure can also be divided into sets of
flexures (balanced about the midpoint of the crease), as shown in Figure 3.7, if less stiffness is
desired.

3.5

DEMONSTRATION HARDWARE
The methods discussed above were used to create demonstration prototypes. Figures 3.8

and 3.9 illustrate the ReCS technique in a single zeroth-order fold and a degree-4 vertex, respectively. The prototypes shown were created using clear 0.25 inch (6.35 mm) thick acrylic for the
panels and 0.004 inch (0.1 mm) thick 1095 blue temper spring steel as the compliant sheet. The
assembly is held together with bolts set in counterbore holes to keep the bolt heads and nuts from
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(a) Planar vertex.

(b) Folded vertex viewed toward vertex.

(c) Folded vertex viewed from vertex.

Figure 3.9: A flat-foldable degree-4 vertex created using the ReCS technique in the (a) planar and
(b) folded state viewed toward the vertex and (c) from the vertex.

interfering during folding. Panels were cut and counterbore holes were rastered using a laser cutter.
The compliant sheet was cut from a computer-numerical-controlled (CNC) router.
The ReCS technique described in this paper allows for its application in a single vertex.
When multiple vertices are combined to create a tessellation, the ReCS technique can be applied to
each vertex to create a self-deploying flat-foldable tessellation. Figure 3.10 demonstrates the ReCS
technique applied to an origami pattern. The pattern, a “Troublewit” [84, 113], has six degree-4
vertices. The panels were created from 0.25 inch thick acrylic and the compliant sheet was cut
from 0.004 inch (0.1 mm) thick low-carbon steel.
The tessellation demonstrated in this work employed the design logic discussed in Equations 3.17- 3.20. This particular tessellation incorporates vertices whose panels do not nest panels
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(a) Folded state of the tessellation.

(b) Planar (deployed) state of the tessellation.

(c) Another perspective of the folded state of the tessellation.

(d) Detail of the vertices.

Figure 3.10: A flat-foldable tessellation created using the ReCS technique.

from neighboring vertices. As such, no consideration of the folding behavior of neighboring vertices is necessary, allowing the ReCS technique described above to be applied individually to each
vertex. However, if a fold pattern is selected where panels from one vertex nest panels from
another, appropriate adjustments in Step 2, such as increasing flexure lengths to accommodate
higher-order folds, would be required to allow for flat-foldability.

3.6

DISCUSSION
The prototypes successfully demonstrate self-deployment from the folded to planar state.

The low-carbon steel prototype was also able to deploy but with reduced intensity due to the
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(a) Shearing shift.

(b) Rotating shift.

Figure 3.11: Possible undesirable parasitic motion using the ReCS technique.

reduced stiffness. The device were also constrained to a single folding branch with mountain and
valley assignments remaining unchanged.
The ReCS technique does not constrain the mechanism to the zero-thickness kinematic
motion. The use of flexures instead of hinges results in parasitic motion in several directions.
Possible undesirable motions of the panels include the panels shifting in a shearing direction or
rotating relative to one another, as shown in Figure 3.11. This parasitic motion can lead to yielding
in the compliant sheet because portions of the sheet are forced into a tighter curvature than what
would be applied by a pure moment. Both of the motions demonstrated in Figure 3.11 should be
considered to minimize their influence on the curvature of the compliant sheet.
Parasitic motion of the degree-4 vertex is primarily driven by the first-order fold. Its stiffness is significantly less than that of the other three folds, and its length allows for a large amount
of undesired motion. This difficulty is further compounded when a tessellation is used that requires
first-order folds to nest within second-order folds. To remain flat-foldable, the outer set of panels
would need to be separated by a flexure five times longer than the zeroth-order fold flexure length,
resulting in a large amount of parasitic motion. It could be possible to replace higher-order folds
with another thick-folding technique, such as a rolling contact element [106]. Using such a hybrid
approach would remove the major driver of parasitic motion while still providing self-deployment.
Another means of reducing the likelihood of yield is to reduce the thickness of the compliant sheet from its maximum to some lower threshold using the safety factor in Equation 3.25.
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This in turn will reduce the stiffness of the device but may be necessary to ensure yielding does
not occur.
Other materials, including much thicker materials, could be investigated for use as the
compliant sheet. For example, thicker materials could incorporate lamina emergent torsional
joints [114] if the compliant sheet is to serve additional functions beyond enabling flat-foldability
and self-deployment. Adaptation of the method to allow for panels with varying thicknesses could
also be implemented to increase generality.
It is also possible for the compliant sheet to be yielded at the folds in the direction opposite
of the desired motion before assembly, pre-loading the system. Doing so would allow the joints
to store strain energy in the planar state, increasing the stability of the device when deployed.
Varying thicknesses of panels could also prove useful in certain applications, which would demand
adjustment to the process of flexure design detailed in Step 2.

3.7

CONCLUSION
A technique for folding thick materials through regionally-sandwiched compliant sheets

(ReCS) was presented. The technique incorporates strain energy in the compliant sheet in regions not sandwiched by thick panels to enable self-deployment. The interference of deliberatelyarranged panels determines the mountain/valley fold assignments of origami-based mechanisms.
Mathematical methods to design such mechanisms for folding and against failure of the compliant
sheet were presented. Suggested volume trimming of the compliant sheet was shown for general
degree-four vertices. Flexure stiffness was also shown to be tailorable. The ReCS technique was
applied to the design and fabrication of two physical prototypes using acrylic panels and spring
steel. Extension of the technique to a multi-vertex origami-based mechanism was presented using
acrylic and low-carbon steel. These prototypes demonstrated the flat-foldability, rigid-foldability,
self-deployment, and assigned folding inherent in the ReCS technique. Parasitic motion was observed in the prototypes and several mitigation approaches were offered. Other possible combinations with existing thick-folding techniques were also discussed.
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CHAPTER 4.
LIMITS OF EXTRAMOBILE AND INTRAMOBILE MOTION OF
CYLINDRICAL DEVELOPABLE MECHANISMS

4.1

INTRODUCTION
Mechanisms that can create customized paths, positions, and force outputs are impor-

tant, and combining these behaviors with other functionalities is an area of increasing interest.
In particular, mechanisms that can both deploy and provide motions that perform desired tasks
offer a multifunctional advantage over traditional mechanisms. Examples include deployable
straight-line linkages [115, 116], deployable mechanisms with intentionally-shaped parts [117],
shape-morphing structures [118], and mechanisms that conform to or approximate predetermined
shapes [119–121]. Other means of obtaining desired shapes or behaviors have been shown through
the use of compliant parts [122, 123] and harmonic linkages [124].
Developable mechanisms (DMs) are devices capable of conforming to a predetermined developable surface (such as a cylinder or cone [125]) and deploying from that surface to achieve
specific motions. An example is shown in Figure 4.1. Their ability to lie within a surface makes
them compact, and if embedded into or part of the surface (such as if a compliant mechanism were
made from part of the surface), they can occupy no additional volume, becoming hyper-compact.
Because of the prevalence of developable surfaces in many engineering applications, DMs provide
a way to integrate multifunctionality into previously underutilized surfaces. Foundational work in
this field has defined DMs [30], described behaviors unique to cylindrical [31] and conical [126]
DMs, and demonstrated their usefulness in certain applications, such as minimally-invasive surgical devices [127].
Because DMs are designed within the context of a developable surface, the movement of
the mechanism relative to that surface becomes of particular importance. For example, a device
may be made to exist on the interior of a pressurized pipe and requires all parts to remain interior
to the pipe during actuation. Another possibility would be mechanisms that lie on the outside of
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Figure 4.1: This four-bar linkage embedded within a cylinder illustrates a developable mechanism
that (a) conforms to and (b) emerges from a cylinder.

a rocket body where penetrating the pressure vessel would lead to catastrophic failure. Past work
investigated whether a given mechanism is capable of these behaviors of moving into or away
from a developable surface (referred to as intramobility and extramobility [31]). These behaviors
allows a DM to (1) lie on a pre-existing surface and (2) exhibit some amount of motion without
penetrating the surface. Mechanisms that exhibit extramobility and intramobility can move without
interfering with existing subsystems, thereby providing multifunctionality in pre-existing systems
with minimal impact. However, these terms say little about the motions a mechanism can obtain
while interior or exterior to the developable surface. In this paper, we advance the understanding
of these mechanisms by showing how to determine the range of motion that can be achieved by a
DM while interior or exterior to a developable surface.
Another challenge that exists in the design of mechanisms is the existence of toggle positions and change-points. Early identification of these positions can aid in maintaining a mechanism’s desired characteristics throughout its motion [128–130]. Change-points in DMs have not
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been previously investigated, meaning that the plausibility of extramobile and intramobile motion
of a cylindrical DM is unclear when the linkage is a change-point mechanism.
This chapter presents nomenclature and methods to determine the limits of extramobile
and intramobile motion. These limits of motion are identified using three defined conditions,
and it is shown that the more difficult of these conditions may be treated as a non-factor during
the design of cylindrical DMs given certain assumptions. It is shown that these conditions can be
further reduced under certain mechanism configurations. Possibilities of change-point mechanisms
existing in intramobile and extramobile DMs are investigated. A discussion is then provided on
the implications of intramobile and extramobile motion.

4.2

DEVELOPABLE MECHANISM BACKGROUND
When modeled with zero thickness, DMs are constrained to have at least one position in

which their joints are all coincident to and aligned with the ruling lines of a developable surface [30]. (This position is referred to as the conformed position.) This constraint creates unique
conditions that influence the possible outcomes of mechanism synthesis. Constraining kinematic
linkages to conform to predetermined developable surfaces can result in the definition of mechanism behaviors within the context of their motion relative to those surfaces, such as the ability to
be extramobile, intramobile, and transmobile [31].
In a zero-thickness model, the surface to which the mechanism conforms is called the “reference” surface. When conformed, all of the mechanism’s joint axes must intersect and be aligned
to the ruling lines on the reference surface. It should be noted that the reference surface does not
need to represent a physical surface. As such, the reference surface is merely a representation of
where the joint axes must align in space. A cylindrical DM is a mechanism that has at least one
position where all parts of the mechanism conform to a cylindrical reference surface.

4.3

INTRAMOBILE AND EXTRAMOBILE MOTION
We define intramobile motion as motion where all moving parts of a mechanism remain

interior to the reference surface. Similarly, extramobile motion is motion where all moving parts
of a mechanism remain exterior to the reference surface throughout their motion.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: When identifying potential contact between the links and the reference surface, the
actual curved links (a) must be used. However, when modeling the kinematics of a developable
mechanism, only the minimum distance between pivots (a) needs to be considered. Note that for
all figures in this paper, the black link is ground, the purple link is the coupler link, and the orange
and blue links are links 2 and 4, respectively.

Because DMs on cylinders are planar mechanisms, it is often convenient to model them
when viewed along the cylinder centerline, as shown in Figure 4.2. While cylindrical DMs physically are created using curved links, it can be advantageous in the kinematic modeling of DMs
to view each linkage as a straight line. Figure 4.2 shows a developable mechanism (a) and its
straight-linkage equivalent (b). The two mechanisms are kinematically equivalent since the distance between pivots is identical. This paper uses both methods to represent the links within a
cylindrical DM.

4.3.1

Conditions for Intramobile and Extramobile motion
Based on the possible motions of all links, the requirement that all parts of a mechanism

must remain interior or exterior to the reference surface can be decomposed into the following
conditions:
• Condition 1: No grounded link may rotate from the conformed position far enough to again
intersect the reference surface.
• Condition 2: No grounded link may rotate interior to (exterior to) the reference surface for
extramobile (intramobile) motion.
• Condition 3: No portion of the coupler may cross the reference surface.
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These conditions define the limits of intramobile and extramobile motion. The motion of
a cylindrical DM will remain extramobile or intramobile if none of these three conditions are violated. It is therefore useful to accurately identify the limits of each of these conditions. Predicting
the motion limits of grounded links (Conditions 1 and 2) is straightforward. In contrast, predicting
the location of a coupler relative to the reference surface (Condition 3) can be much more complex. However, if the first two conditions were to always occur prior to Condition 3, Condition 3
may be ignored during the design process, making its complexity a non-factor when designing for
extramobile and intramobile motion. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 demonstrate that Conditions 1 and 2 will
always be violated prior to Condition 3 for any mechanism exhibiting intramobile or extramobile
motion given the following assumptions:
A. All links have an arc length ≤ πR.
B. All links have the same curvature as the reference surface.
C. All links are modeled with zero thickness.
D. All grounded links only extend in one direction past their grounded pivot.
E. The coupler does not extend beyond either of the moving pivots.
Assumptions A and D are necessary for mechanisms to exhibit intramobility or extramobility [31]. Assumption B is a requirement for cylindrical developable mechanisms. Assumptions
C and E build on previous work in this area [30,31] and provide a foundation for mechanisms with
thickness and more complex geometries.

4.3.2

Conditions for Extramobile Motion
This section will detail Conditions 1-3 for both Grashof and non-Grashof extramobile cylin-

drical developable mechanisms. Note that special-case Grashof mechanisms (change-point mechanisms) will be discussed in a later section.
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S
δextramobile, max

Figure 4.3: The maximum amount of rotation outside the reference surface for a grounded link.

Conditions 1 and 2
For grounded links (i.e. links 2 and 4 in traditional four-bar mechanisms), the maximum
exterior rotation for the link (the point at which Condition 1 is violated) can be calculated as
described in the equation below and shown in Figure 4.3, where S is the arc length of the link.

δextramobile,max = π for (0 < S ≤ πR)

(4.1)

To violate Condition 2, a grounded link would need to move exterior to the reference surface, then return to its initial position on the reference surface. At this point, a continuation of
motion would move the link interior to the reference surface. Hence, the limits of extramobile
motion for grounded links are represented by the conformed position and Eq. 4.1.

Condition 3
To violate Condition 3 prior to Conditions 1 or 2, the convex side of the curved coupler
would need to intersect the reference surface prior to the endpoints crossing the surface, as shown
in Figure 4.4a. Hence, there are two scenarios that must be necessary for this to happen.
First, the coupler must invert orientation (convex side of arc facing the reference surface),
as shown in Figure 4.4a. This is only possible if the mechanism can reach both its open and
crossed configurations in the same circuit (as is the case with double rockers and all non-Grashof
mechanisms).
Second, the convex side of the coupler must intersect the reference surface prior to Conditions 1 or 2 being violated. This can be evaluated by analyzing the rotation of the coupler, γ,
when Condition 2 is violated. If γ < π, the coupler has not already crossed into the reference
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γ<π

(a)

γ>π

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.4: (a) The convex side of a coupler, shown in purple, may intersect the reference surface
before the endpoints intersect the surface. The solid and dashed purple lines correlate to the initial
and rotated positions, respectively. The rotation of the coupler, γ, can help determine if Condition
3 is violated before Condition 1 or 2, as shown in (b) and (c).

surface when Condition 2 is met, as shown in Figure 4.4b. If γ > π, the coupler has crossed into
the reference surface prior to Condition 2 being met, as shown in Figure 4.4c.
Greenwood [31] put extramobile and intramobile mechanisms into three classes and demonstrated how only specific types of four-bar mechanisms [131,132] can be created within each class.
These classes are shown in Figure 4.5. (These three classes are decomposed into subclass A and
B mechanisms due to symmetry, allowing our discussion to be simplified to the analysis of only
subclass A mechanisms.) To demonstrate that Condition 3 is not violated prior to Conditions 1 and
2, we will look at the possible motions of the coupler in each of these three classes. Without loss
of generality, we will assign θ1 (angle of the ground link) in each class to equal 0.

Class 1 Under Class 1, and using Barker’s classification for planar four-bar linkages [133], it is
possible to obtain a GCCC (double crank), GCRR/GRRC (crank rocker), GRCR (double rocker),
and RRR2/RRR4 (triple rocker) (excluding change-point mechanisms) [31]. Note that changepoints will be discussed in a later section. Only GRCR and RRR2/RRR4 are capable of reaching
both their open and crossed configurations, resulting in the convex side of the coupler facing the
reference surface as the coupler moves toward the surface. The other mechanism types (GCCC
and GCRR/GRRC) cannot invert the coupler and the convex side of the coupler can therefore not
contact the reference surface prior to Conditions 1 and 2.
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(a) Class 1 mechanism.
Possible configurations
include GCCC, GCRR,
GRCR,
and
RRR4
(excluding change-point
mechanisms).

(b) Class 2 mechanism.
are conformed when in
their crossed configuration. Possible configurations include GCCC and
GRCR (excluding changepoint mechanisms).

(c) Class 3 mechanism.
Possible configurations include only GCRR (excluding
change-point mechanisms).

Figure 4.5: The three classes of extra/intramobile mechanisms. The black line represents the
ground link and is constrained to have θ1 = 0. Class 1 mechanisms are conformed in their open
configuration while Class 2 and 3 mechanisms are conformed in their crossed configuration. Note
that there are 2 subclasses for each class but only 1 is shown here and discussed due to symmetry.

γ

ρ
ρ

l

α
Figure 4.6: Class 1 mechanism in its open (solid, conformed) and crossed (dashed) configuration.
Straight lines represent curved links, as discussed previously in Figure 4.2.

For mechanism types GRCR and RRR2/RRR4, the mechanism can deploy off the surface,
toggle to its crossed configuration, and then link 2 can re-conform to the surface, as shown in
Figure 4.6. We will show that when link 2 comes back to the conformed position, the convex side
of the coupler has not penetrated the reference surface.
Under Class 1, all joints must reside on the same half of a circle while in the conformed
position. This constrains the longest link l to be the link closest to the center of the circle, as
shown in Figure 4.6. It can be seen that the angles adjacent to l, α and ρ, must be less than π/2.
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Furthermore, when link 2 re-conforms to the surface (reaches the crossed configuration for the
same value of θ2 at the conformed position) a symmetric polygon is formed by links 3 and 4 in the
open and crossed positions.
Because ρ must always be less than π/2, and because the mirrored polygon is symmetric,
the angle opposite ρ is equivalent to ρ and must always be less that π/2. The angle γ must therefore always be less than π, preventing the coupler curve from moving past its tangent position and
into the reference surface. It is then concluded that the defining limits to extramobility for Class 1,
given the assumptions above, are set by Conditions 1 and 2.

Class 2

Under Class 2, it is possible to obtain GCCC and GRCR mechanisms (excluding change-

point mechanisms). GCCC is unable to change configurations within the same circuit, which
means that the convex side of the coupler cannot penetrate the surface before Conditions 1 or 2
occur.
GRCR can reach both open and crossed configurations (and invert the coupler). In this
case, the mechanism can deploy off the surface, toggle to its open configuration, and then link 2
can re-conform to the surface, as shown in Figure 4.7. We will show that when link 2 comes back
to the conformed position, the convex side of the coupler has not penetrated the reference surface.
In Class 2, α < π/2 (the angle between links 1 and 4) because link 4 must not cross over
the center of the circle to maintain extramobility. The angle α subtends the same arc as the angle
between links 1 and 3 (β ). Therefore α = β due to the inscribed angle theorem, which states that
any two angles that subtend the same arc on a circle will have the same value. Hence, β < π/2.
When link 2 re-conforms to the surface a symmetric polygon is formed by links 3 and
4 in their open and crossed positions. Following the same logic as Class 1, γ < π. It is then
concluded for Class 2 that the defining limits to extramobility, given the assumptions above, are
set by Conditions 1 and 2.

Class 3 The only possible mechanism under Class 3 is GCRR (excluding change-point mechanisms). This mechanism type cannot reach both the open and crossed circuits, meaning it cannot
toggle the coupler to place the convex side adjacent to the reference surface. Therefore, for Class
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γ
β

β

α
Figure 4.7: Class 2 mechanism in its crossed (solid, conformed) and open (dashed) configuration.

S

δintramobile, max

Figure 4.8: The maximum amount of rotation inside the reference surface for a grounded link.

3, Conditions 1 and 2 will always occur before the convex side of the coupler comes into contact
with the reference surface (Condition 3).

4.3.3

Conditions for Intramobile Motion
For grounded links, (usually links 2 and 4 in traditional four-bar mechanisms), the max-

imum interior rotation for the link (the maximum rotation before violating Condition 1) can be
calculated as described in the equation below and shown in Figure 4.8, where S is the arc length of
the link.

δintramobile,max = π −

S
for (0 < S ≤ πR)
R

(4.2)

Condition 2 can be violated if any grounded link moves away from its initial position on
the reference surface then moves back to its initial position. At this point, a continuation of motion
will move that link exterior to the reference surface.
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Figure 4.9: The coupler link has the same curvature as the reference surface. The only way for the
coupler link to cross from the inside to the outside of the reference surface is if one of the coupler
endpoints crosses first.

To violate Condition 3, the convex side of the coupler would need to cross the reference
surface. Because each link is shaped to the reference surface (see Assumption B in Section 4.3),
the only way that any point on the coupler link (link 3 in traditional four-bar mechanisms) can cross
the reference surface is if one or more of the endpoints has already crossed, as shown in Figure 4.9.
Therefore, the intramobile motion for a regular cylindrical DM is bounded by the motion of links
2 and 4 (Conditions 1 and 2).

4.4

CHANGE-POINT MECHANISMS
Because change-point mechanisms often have unique considerations in their motion, and

because many of them lie at the interface between extramobile and intramobile classes of mechanisms, they are treated separately here. Change-point mechanisms exist when
s+l = p+q

(4.3)

where s is the shortest link, l is the longest link, and p and q are the remaining two links. Because of
the unique geometry that exists within a change-point mechanism, there is often crossover between
where they exist in terms of the three classes of extramobile and intramobile cylindrical DMs discussed above. This section discusses where each type of change-point mechanism is found in the
three classes of extramobile and intramobile mechanisms and provides logic on why these mechanisms are still unable to violate Condition 3 prior to Conditions 1 and 2. Table 4.1 summarizes
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these results and provides a reference tool to quickly identify the possible change points in each
class.
The considerations described in previous sections apply for change-point mechanisms pertaining to Conditions 1 and 2 and for intramobility.

4.4.1

Open Change-Points
Change-point mechanisms that exist in Class 1 must, by definition, exist in an open con-

figuration in the conformed position. As was shown in Figure 4.6, the longest link l in a Class 1
mechanism lies closest to the center of the circle. Hence, no other link may be of equal length to l,
making it impossible to create a CP2X (two pairs of equal length links) or CP3X mechanism (all
links have equal length) in a Class 1 mechanism. All other change point mechanisms (CPCCC,
CPCRR/CPRRC, and CPRCR) [133] can be created depending on the location of the shortest link
relative to ground, as shown in Table 4.1.

4.4.2

Crossed Change-Points
Mechanisms in Class 2 and 3 must be in their crossed configuration when conformed.

Not all change-points are capable of existing in a crossed configuration while mapped to a circle.
According to Josefsson [134], the area of a crossed cyclic quadrilateral (a crossed four-bar mapped
to a circle) is found by

K=

1p
(P1 )(P2 )(P3 )(P4 )
4

(4.4)

Table 4.1: Possible change point mechanisms in each class that exhibit
only extramobile and intramobile behaviors.

Open change-points
Crossed change-points

CPCRR/CPRRC

CPCCC

CPRCR

CP2X

CP3X

Class 1

3

3

3

7

7

Class 2

7

7

7

3

3

Class 3

7

7

7

3

3
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(a) CP2X where no
links lie in the same position.

(b) CP2X where links
of the same length lie in
the same position.

(c) CP3X where pairs of
links lie in the same position and all links are the
same length.

(d) CP3X where all links
lie in the same position
and all links are the same
length.

Figure 4.10: Class 2 change-point mechanisms in their conformed positions. Hatch marks indicate
equal lengths.

where
P1 = −a + b + c − d
P2 = a − b + c − d

(4.5)

P3 = a + b − c − d
P4 = a + b + c + d
Terms a, b, c, and d represent the four link lengths of a crossed four-bar, in no particular order.
Because each link must have a positive, non-zero length, P4 > 0.
McCarthy showed that for a change-point mechanism, the product P1 P2 P3 always equals
0 [135]. A combination of Equation 4.4 and McCarthy’s result suggests that a crossed changepoint may exist on a circle only if the links are all colinear in the conformed position (the circle
has infinite radius). However, Hyatt showed a case where a circle may have a non-infinite radius
and still contain a crossed change-point mechanism at the conformed position [136]. This is only
possible if at least two of the links are the same length. Therefore, the only way to obtain a changepoint mechanism in Class 2 or 3 is through a CP2X or CP3X mechanism, as shown in Table 4.1.

4.4.3

Condition 3 for Extramobile Motion

Class 1 CPCCC, CPCRR/CPRRC, and CPRCR change-point mechanisms can be created depending on the location of the shortest link relative to ground. CPCCC and CPRCR mechanisms
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are unable to invert their coupler and therefore cannot violate Condition 3 before Condition 1 or 2
is violated, as is discussed in Section 4.3.2. CPCRR/CPRRC mechanisms can invert their coupler
to place its convex side adjacent to the reference surface. In each case, γ < π, which shows that
Condition 3 has not been violated before Condition 1 or 2. Therefore, for Class 1 mechanisms,
Condition 1 or 2 will be reached prior to Condition 3.

Class 2

Possible iterations of Class 2 change-point mechanisms are shown in Figure 4.10. The

mechanism in Figure 4.10a follows the same logic as other crossed mechanisms in Class 2. If the
two crossed links cross through the center of the reference surface, the toggled coupler remains
tangent to the reference surface through all motion in the open configuration, meaning the coupler
at no time crosses the reference surface.
To invert the coupler, the mechanisms in Figures 4.10b and 4.10c must rotate links 2 and
3 to be co-linear with links 3 and 4 before it may reach its open configuration. Once all links
are co-linear, the mechanism may only move away from the reference surface without violating
Condition 1 or 2. Condition 1 is also violated prior to the convex side of the coupler contacting the
reference surface.
The mechanism in Figure 4.10d must rotate a grounded link with the coupler π radians to
reach the change-point position. Any further motion would violate Condition 1. If the mechanism
moves into its other circuit and away from the reference surface, the convex side of the coupler
remains tangent to the reference surface until the grounded links have rotated π radians, at which
point Condition 2 would be violated.
These results lead to the conclusion that all Class 2 change-point mechanisms violate Conditions 1 or 2 prior to Condition 3 given the above assumptions.

Class 3

Possible iterations of Class 3 change-point mechanisms are shown in Figure 4.11. For

a Class 3 mechanism, one of the grounded links (link 2 in Figure 4.5c) must be ≥ all other links.
Therefore, a CP2X mechanism is obtained when link 2 is the same length as link 3, and link 4 is
the same length as link 1. Additionally, each pair of links that are of equivalent length must lie at
the same location in the conformed position.
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(a) CP2X where links of
the same length lie in the
same position.

(b) CP3X where all links
lie in the same position.

Figure 4.11: Class 3 change-point mechanisms in their conformed positions. Hatch marks indicate
equal lengths.

δ <π

Figure 4.12: Links 2 and 3 of a Class 3 CP2X mechanism must rotate more than π radians to reach
the change-point position. Condition 1 is always the limiting case for extramobile motion.

To invert the coupler (placing the convex side adjacent to the reference surface), links 2 and
3 must rotate to the change-point position. Figure 4.12 demonstrates how links 2 and 3 must make
a rotation greater than π radians to reach the change-point position, violating Condition 1 prior to
the mechanism being able to move back toward the reference surface.
The CP3X mechanism is obtained when all links are the same length. This is the identical
case shown in Figure 4.10d in Class 2. The convex side of the coupler cannot reach the reference
surface as the coupler remains parallel with the grounded link throughout its motion.
These results lead to the observation that, for extramobile motion, all Class 3 change-point
mechanisms violate Conditions 1 or 2 prior to Condition 3 given the asserted assumptions. In
summary, all possible change-point mechanisms within all classes of extramobile and intramobile
mechanisms will violate Conditions 1 and 2 prior to Condition 3 given the same assumptions.
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r3
r4

r2

θ4,min

Figure 4.13: A mechanism at a toggle position has reached an extreme value for one of its links.

si

θmax

θmin

δmax,extramobile

δmax,intramobile

Figure 4.14: It is possible for the limits of a link’s motion to occur prior to δ .

4.5

TOGGLE POSITIONS
Conditions 1 and 2 determine the limits of motion for any cylindrical developable mech-

anism given the stated assumptions. However, the analysis of many mechanisms may be further
simplified if they have a toggle position (a position where two moving links become collinear) in
their motion, as this can limit the mechanism’s range of motion.
Figure 4.13 demonstrates a mechanism in a toggle position, where links 2 and 3 are collinear.
At this position, link 4 is at an extreme of its motion and has reached θ4min . Many mechanisms,
including crank-rockers, double-rockers, and triple-rockers, can reach toggle positions.
Condition 1 states that no link may rotate far enough to intersect the reference surface.
Figure 4.14 shows these limits for a single link and that link’s two extreme positions. If a toggle
position of a mechanism is reached prior to Condition 1, such as is shown in Figure 4.14, analysis of
extramobile and intramobile behavior is further simplified because Condition 1 cannot be violated
for that link.
When the relationship
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|θmin,max − θo | < δmax

(4.6)

is true, then the associated link is incapable of violating Condition 1 and is only able to violate
Condition 2. It should be noted that a toggle position may be considered separately for extramobile
and intramobile motion. For example, a toggle position exterior to the reference surface may be
reached prior to δextramobile,max while the correlating toggle position interior to the reference surface
may exceed δintramobile,max .
These toggle positions may be found through the law of cosines. Because of symmetry
and the constraint that θ1 = 0, the only possible extramobile and intramobile mechanisms that may
toggle are triple-rockers (RRR4), crank-rockers (GCRR), and double rockers (GRCR). In the case
of a double crank, there are no toggle positions, making Condition 1 the only possible condition to
violate, given the stated assumptions. Change-point mechanisms must align all links at a changepoint position, making their analysis more complex than a comparison of θ and δ .
The extreme angular positions for each grounded link (θmax and θmin for subclass A mechanisms due to symmetry) can be found through the law of cosines for each case. Similar results
can be shown for subclass B mechanisms (symmetrical results for each of Class 1, 2, and 3). For
triple rockers (RRR4), these limits are given as:

θ2min,RRR4 = arccos

r12 + r22 − (r4 − r3 )2
2r1 r2

!

!
r12 + r22 − (r4 − r3 )2
θ2max,RRR4 = 2π − arccos
2r1 r2
!
r12 + r42 − (r2 + r3 )2
θ4min,RRR4 = π − arccos
2r1 r4
!
r12 + r42 − (r2 + r3 )2
θ4max,RRR4 = π + arccos
2r1 r4
For double rockers (GRCR), the limits are:
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(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)

θ2min,GRCR = θ2min,RRR4
θ2max,GRCR = arccos

(4.11)

r12 + r22 − (r3 + r4 )2
2r1 r2

!
(4.12)

θ4min,GRCR = θ4min,RRR4
θ4max,GRCR = π − arccos

(4.13)
r12 + r42 − (r2 − r3 )2
2r1 r4

!
(4.14)

For crank-rockers (GCRR), link 2 is fully revolute. Since there is no extreme value associated with θ2 , we will only consider θ4 .

4.6

θ4min,GCRR = θ4min,RRR4

(4.15)

θ4max,GCRR = θ4max,GRCR

(4.16)

PHYSICAL DEMONSTRATION
Prototypes were created to demonstrate some of the concepts discussed in this work. Two

different classes were selected to demonstrate both extramobile and intramobile motion. They also
demonstrate that the coupler does not cross the surface while extramobile, and that a mechanism
can be made to move intramobile and reach the toggle position prior to touching the reference
surface.
Figure 4.15 shows a sample Class 2 mechanism conformed to the exterior of a reference
surface. The mechanism moves from a crossed, conformed position (a) into an open position (b).
The blue link in the image is the link that limits the extramobile motion as it moves away from the
surface then back to its initial position (Condition 2). While the convex side of the coupler does
invert to place it adjacent to the reference surface, it is unable to rotate sufficiently to cross the
reference surface prior to the blue grounded link violating Condition 2.
Figure 4.16 shows a Class 3 mechanism conformed to the interior of a reference surface.
This mechanism moves from the conformed position (a) into a toggle position (b). Because this
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(a) Conformed, crossed position.

(b) Limit of extramobile motion, where the blue link has returned to the
reference surface (Condition 2).

Figure 4.15: A Class 2 extramobile mechanism demonstrating that the coupler does not cross the
reference surface prior to a grounded link moving back to the conformed position.

toggle is reached prior to δmax,intramobile , the blue link is unable to violate Condition 1. The limit
of motion then occurs when the orange link intersects the reference surface (c).

4.7

CONCLUSION
The ability of a developable mechanism to have large motions exterior or interior to the

reference surface provides a powerful way to create multifunctional mechanisms. The observation
that Condition 3 is never violated prior to the other two conditions simplifies the design process of
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(a) Conformed, crossed position.

(b) Toggle position.

(c) Limit of intramobile motion, where the orange link has rotated δintramobile,max (Condition 1).

Figure 4.16: An Class 3 intramobile mechanism moving from the conformed position (a) into the
toggle position (b) and reaching the limit of intramobile motion (c).

cylindrical DMs. As long as the assumptions above are met, a designer may create a developable
mechanism and only take consideration of the grounded links to determine the limits of extramobile
and intramobile motion. Additionally, under certain constraints, the design process may be further
simplified if toggle positions are reached in the desired direction of motion prior to intersection
with the reference surface.
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This work provides a framework for the behaviors of cylindrical DMs. A next step to
build on this framework would be to relax certain constraints. One direction would be to relax
the constraint that the coupler must remain between the moving pivots. This would increase the
functionality of the DM but require further analysis to determine the limits of mobility. Since
linkages will need to physically have some appreciable thickness, another assumption to relax is
that of zero-thickness. This step will help with the development of DMs that may be embedded
within a material rather than only on a surface.
An understanding of the limits of motion also enables future consideration of unique behaviors such as bistability and multistability in the mechanism. By integrating strain into the joints,
mechanisms may be designed that reach stable configurations while remaining exterior or interior
to the reference surface.
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CHAPTER 5.
DESIGN OF BISTABLE CYLINDRICAL DEVELOPABLE MECHANISMS THROUGH THE PRINCIPLE OF REFLECTION

5.1

INTRODUCTION
Developable mechanisms are devices that can conform to or be embedded within a devel-

opable surface [125], such as a cone or cylinder. This class of mechanisms shows promise for
use in applications that demand devices be highly-compact when stored but capable of deploying
and performing specific functions. Their terminology [30], as well as investigatory work on their
implementation in cylindrical [31, 137] and conical [126] surfaces, has been an area of recent interest. Developable mechanisms that conform to cylinders are of particular interest because of the
prevalence of cylinders in many applications.
One area of interest in the analysis of developable mechanisms is their ability to move
exterior to or interior to (extramobile and intramobile motion) a developable surface [31]. By
remaining outside or inside of a surface, the mechanism ensures that it does not interfere with
other subsystems that may be within or without a specified region. This enables developable
mechanisms to be implemented in many applications without adjusting geometry to accommodate
for the mechanism’s motion path.
The potential impact of developable mechanisms could be increased by combining their
unique geometry with other types of mechanisms that exhibit specialized behaviors. One such
behavior is bistability, the capacity of a mechanism to utilize strain energy to reach multiple stable positions. The use of strain energy allows for more economical use of input or actuation
power [138]. For example, an actuator can move a device from one stable state to another and
remain inactive otherwise, reducing energy consumption, wear, and cost. Many methods of introducing and using strain energy into mechanisms have been proposed, including the use of architectured materials [139, 140], orthogonal compliant mechanisms [141], and micromechanisms [142].
Other methods for synthesizing these mechanisms have also been developed [143–147]. These
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approaches and devices are all dependent upon the same basic principles of energy storage and
stable equilibrium.
Theorems have been developed to accurately predict the conditions that must exist to make
a planar mechanism bistable [148]. These theorems are based upon the Grashof-condition [131]
and initial geometry of a mechanism. Because cylindrical developable mechanisms are a subset
of planar mechanisms, these theorems may be applied without additional consideration to create
bistable developable mechanisms (BDMs). Mechanisms created with this approach, called regular
BDMs or simply BDMs, are created without consideration of their motion relative to the developable surface on which they conform.
Of particular interest are BDMs whose second stable position resides either exterior or
interior to a reference surface and can be reached through only extramobile or intramobile motion.
The design of these mechanisms, referred to here as extramobile and intramobile BDMs, must
consider the geometry of the developable surface to ensure their motion and stable positions reside
outside or inside the surface.
This work identifies the conditions necessary to design extramobile and intramobile cylindrical BDMs. A series of tests are introduced and implemented to develop a design reference
that identifies possible configurations of extramobile and intramobile BDMs. A novel graphical
method for identifying stable positions of linkages using a single dominant torsional spring, called
the Principle of Reflection, is introduced and implemented in these tests. The test results are compared with a numerical simulation of several thousand mechanisms to identify any incongruancies.
Several example mechanisms demonstrate the numerical approach. Two tables, located at the end
of this work, summarize the test results as a guide for creating extramobile and intramobile BDMs.
Discussion is then provided on the design reference.

5.2

BACKGROUND
In order to understand the concepts and approaches used in this paper, we provide a brief

review of relevant topics. This includes a discussion on developable mechanisms, extramobile and
intramobile motion, bistability in planar mechanisms, and a geometric proof that is used frequently
in this work.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Developable mechanisms are created using curved links (a) but can be kinematically
modeled using straight links (b).

5.2.1

Developable Mechanisms
Developable mechanisms are defined as mechanisms that are contained within or can con-

form to a developable surface (called a reference surface) when modeled with zero-thickness [30].
In a zero-thickness model, developable mechanisms have curved links. Because the curved links
are constrained to not deform during their motion, their kinematic behavior can be modeled with
straight lines, as in Figure 5.1. For clarity, in this work we will refer to the straight lines as ri and
the curved links as links.
Developable mechanisms that conform to cylinders are a subset of general planar mechanisms and can therefore be subject to many of the same rules that govern the behavior of traditional
planar mechanisms. For example, the determination of Grashof criteria based on the distance between pins on a link [131] is still directly applicable to developable mechanisms.
Greenwood showed how to determine if a mechanism is capable of extramobile or intramobile behavior based on its straight-linkage representations at the conformed positions [31]. Six
classes of four-bar mechanisms that achieve this behavior were identified. Three of these classes
(1A, 2A, and 3A) are symmetric equivalents of the other three (1B, 2B, and 3B). As such, this
paper will only look at Class A mechanisms (shown in Figure 5.2).

5.2.2

Conditions for Intramobile and Extramobile Motion
Intramobile (or extramobile) motion is the range of motion where a mechanism is interior

(or exterior) to the mechanism’s surface. In Chapter 4 [34], we demonstrated that predicting in71

(a) Class 1A

(b) Class 2A

(c) Class 3A

Figure 5.2: Examples of all three classes of extramobile and intramobile mechanisms that are
discussed in this paper.

tramobile and extramobile motion only requires analysis of grounded links; floating links do not
affect the limits of extramobile or intramobile motion. Assurance of extramobile and intramobile
motion can then be simplified into two conditions:
• Condition 1: No grounded link may rotate from the conformed position far enough to again
intersect the reference surface.
• Condition 2: No grounded link may rotate interior to (exterior to) the reference surface for
extramobile (intramobile) motion.
These Conditions are subject to the following assumptions. All links are modeled with
zero thickness, have the same curvature as the reference surface, and have an arc length ≤ πR. All
grounded links only extend in one direction past their grounded pivot, while the coupler must not
extend beyond either of the moving pivots.
Condition 1 can be visually illustrated and is shown in Figures 5.3a and 5.3b. The maximum possible rotations of any grounded link i for intramobile or extramobile motion are constrained by δi max and are expressed mathematically as

δi ex,max = π
δi in,max = π −

Si
R
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for

(0 < Si ≤ πR)

(5.1)

for

(0 < Si ≤ πR)

(5.2)

δi in,max
(a) Condition 1

δi ex,max
(b) Condition 1

(c) Condition 2

Figure 5.3: Condition 1 provides δimax , the maximum (a) interior or (b) exterior rotation for any
grounded link. Subfigure (c) shows Condition 2, where the link has returned to the surface.

where Si is the arc length of link i and R is the radius of the cylindrical reference surface. Condition
2 is violated when a grounded link moves exterior/interior to the surface, then reverses directions,
returns to the initial position, and continues interior/exterior to the surface, as shown in Figure 5.3c.
Conditions 1 and 2 will therefore serve as a means to determine if second stable positions are
reached prior to a mechanism reaching its limit of intramobile or extramobile motion.

5.2.3

Bistability
Bistability in a mechanism exists when there are two separate stable equilibrium configu-

rations within the mechanism’s range of motion, such as is seen in light switches, cabinet doors,
and toothpaste lids. Bistability in four-bar mechanisms can be achieved by placing one or more
torsional springs at the pin joints, each with a stiffness Ki . These torsional springs allow the mechanism to reach a variety of stable configurations, depending on the relative stiffnesses of each spring.
The angle ψ indicates the angular deviation of any two links from their initial relative angle and is
given by [5]:
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ψ1 = θ2 − θ2o
ψ2 = θ2 − θ2o − (θ3 − θ3o )
ψ3 = θ4 − θ4o − (θ3 − θ3o )
ψ4 = θ4 − θ4o

As a mechanism moves, the magnitude of ψ will increase. If a single torsional spring is
located at pin joint i, this deflection will cause an increase of strain energy as given by:
1
Vi = Ki ψi2
2

(5.3)

To reach a stable position using a single spring of stiffness Ki , the angle ψi must equal 0.
Jensen proposed three fundamental theorems that predict how compliant design affects
bistable behavior in planar four-bar mechanisms [148]. These theorems are:
• Theorem 1: A compliant mechanism whose pseudo-rigid-body model behaves like a Grashof
four-link mechanism with a torsional spring placed at one joint will be bistable if and only
if the torsional spring is located opposite the shortest link and the spring’s undeflected state
does not correspond to a mechanism position in which the shortest link and the other link
opposite the spring are collinear.
• Theorem 2: A compliant mechanism whose pseudo-rigid-body model behaves like a nonGrashof four-link mechanism with a torsional spring at any one joint will be bistable if and
only if the spring’s undeflected state does not correspond to a mechanism position in which
the two links opposite the spring are collinear.
• Theorem 3: A compliant mechanism whose pseudo-rigid-body model behaves like a changepoint four-link mechanism with a torsional spring placed at any one joint will be bistable if
and only if the spring’s undeflected state does not correspond to a mechanism position in
which the two links opposite the spring are collinear.
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B

B

B
A

C

(a) A > π/2

A

C

(b) A = π/2

A

C

(c) A, B,C < π/2

Figure 5.4: Thale’s theorem can be used to determine if an interior angle of a triangle is >, <, or
= π/2. This is based on the relative location of the center of the triangle’s circumcircle.

These theorems accurately predict the placement of torsional springs on four-bar mechanisms to obtain bistability. They may therefore be applied to help identify possible configurations
of developable mechanisms that lead to bistable positions outside and inside a cylinder.

5.2.4

Thale’s Theorem
Thale’s Theorem [149] states that a triangle that is circumscribed by a circle and intersects

the center of the circle must have the angle opposite the longest side equal to π/2. If the triangle
does not contain the center of the circle, the angle opposite the largest side must be greater than
π/2. It follows that the other interior angles are less than π/2. If the triangle contains the center
of the circle, all interior angles are less than π/2. See Figure 5.4.

5.3

PRINCIPLE OF REFLECTION: FINDING STABLE POSITIONS OF BISTABLE LINKAGES
Past work has developed analytical methods to identify the stable positions of bistable

mechanisms through analysis of strain energy in deflected springs [150]. In general, analytical
methods can provide robust numerical solutions to complex problems, while graphical methods
can harness the designer’s intuition through visual representation. This is especially true when
mechanism design is constrained by the geometry of the device or its environment. The geometrybased nature of developable mechanisms makes graphical methods a logical approach for their
design, particularly when the design utilizes CAD systems or geometry-based analysis programs.
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r3

K2

d42

r2
K1

d13

γ13

γ42
r1

K3
r4
K4

Figure 5.5: The four possible torsional spring locations for a four-bar mechanism. Nomenclature
for the Principle of Reflection is also shown.

We now introduce the Principle of Reflection, a graphical method for finding the stable
positions of four-bar linkages with one dominant torsional spring. This method will later be used
to analyze BDMs. Note that the springs must be placed according to the theorems in Section 5.2.3.
The Principle of Reflection is discussed in context of the dominant spring (K1, K2, K3, or K4, as
shown in Figure 5.5).
We define the first stable position for K1 and K3 to be at the initial position, when ∠P142 =
γ42 and P24 = d42 , as shown in Figure 5.5. Likewise, we define the first stable position for K2 and
K4 at the initial position when ∠P314 = γ13 and P13 = d13 . The values of γ can be found through
the laws of sines and cosines. Since the arcsin function is a one-to-many relation, care must be
taken to identify which quadrant γ lies in to ensure arcsin returns the correct value.




r4 sin (π − θ4o )

γ13 = arcsin  q
2
2
r1 + r4 − 2r1 r4 cos (π − θ4o )


r2 sin (θ2o )

γ42 = arcsin  q
2
2
r1 + r2 − 2r1 r2 cos (θ2o )

(5.4)

(5.5)

Below and throughout this paper, the first stable position (the initial position) is noted by
θo , and the second stable position is noted by θb . Without loss of generality we will let θ1 = 0.

K1 or K4
K1 has zero potential energy when θ2 = θ2o (ψ1 = 0), so the second stable position is
reached when r2 has returned to its original position (assuming it has not undergone a full rotation).
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Figure 5.6: (a,c) Stable states (solid and dashed) for a mechanism with one dominant torsional
spring. (b,d) Principle of Reflection used to find the second stable position.

Therefore, θ2b = θ2o . In the second stable position, r3 and r4 are reflected across d42 , as shown in
Figures 5.6a and 5.6b.
Similarly, K4 has zero potential energy when θ4 = θ4o (ψ4 = 0). In the second stable
position, θ4b = θ4o where both r2 and r3 are reflected across d13 .

K2 or K3
For springs K2 or K3, the second stable position of the mechanism (when ψ2 = 0 or ψ3 = 0)
can be found using reflection of the opposite grounded link, as described below and shown in
Figure 5.6.
Consider the four-bar linkage with torsional spring K2 in Figure 5.6c. The second stable
position occurs when spring K2 returns to an undeflected state, ψ2 = 0 (note that the links will
be in different positions than the initial position). In both stable positions P13 = d13 . This forms
two triangles, 4P123 and 4P134. It follows that in the second stable position, triangle 4P134
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is reflected across r1 . Because triangle 4P123 also has side d, the positions of r2 and r3 are
both located an angular displacement of 2γ13 about P1. Therefore, for a mechanism with torsional
spring K2, the second stable position occurs when r4 is reflected across r1 and when r2 and r3 are
rotated magnitude 2γ13 about P1.
A similar derivation can be done for K3. The result is that, for a mechanism with torsional
spring K3, the second stable position occurs when r2 is reflected across r1 and r3 and r4 are located
at an angular displacement of magnitude 2γ42 about P4.

5.4

METHODS
The Theorems of Bistability, Principle of Reflection, and Conditions for Intramobile and

Extramobile Motion provide us with the necessary tools to identify intramobile and extramobile
BDMs. We will use these together to form three tests that filter which mechanism geometries
always, sometimes, or never create an extramobile or intramobile BDM. If a mechanism fails
a test, it cannot be an intramobile (or extramobile) BDM and will be noted by 7 j , where the
subscript refers to the failed test. For convenience, these tests are generally performed sequentially.
Mechanisms must pass all three tests to be an extramobile or intramobile BDM.
The first stable position is defined as the mechanism’s conformed and initial position, where
all the links are conformed to the cylindrical reference surface. Without loss of generality, we will
let θ1 = 0.

5.4.1

Test 1: Theorems of Bistability
For a developable mechanism to be a BDM, it must adhere to the three theorems of bistabil-

ity for general planar four-bar linkages identified by Jensen [148] (see Section 5.2.3). Mechanisms
that fail Test 1 (noted by 71 ) are no longer candidates for being extramobile or intramobile BDMs.

5.4.2

Test 2: Principle of Reflection
As cylindrical developable mechanisms are a subset of general planar mechanisms, the

Principle of Reflection discussed in Section 5.3 may be used to identify the second stable position
of a developable mechanism. (This principle assumes that the mechanism passes Test 1.) If either
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link 2 or 4 is exterior/interior to the surface in the second stable position, the mechanism fails Test
2 for intramobile/extramobile motion (noted by 72 ).
For K1, only the second stable position of link 4 needs to be checked (link 2 has returned
to the conformed position). Similarly, for K4, only the second stable position of link 2 needs to be
checked (link 4 has returned to the conformed position). If either link’s second stable position lies
at a reflection across d toward the center of the circle, it cannot be an extramobile BDM. Likewise,
a reflection away from the center of the circle prevents it from being an intramobile BDM.

5.4.3

Test 3: Motion Between Stable Positions
Test 3 is used to identify if the motion between the initial position and the second stable

position ever violates Condition 1. If it does, it fails Test 3 (noted by 73 ). This test assumes that
a mechanism has already passed Tests 1 and 2 (the spring will provide bistability and its second
stable position does not intersect the reference surface). With this assumption, there are two cases.
First, if neither grounded link (links 2 and 4) changes direction between the stable states, the second
stable position will be reached without either link violating Condition 1, and therefore Tests 1 and
2 are sufficient. In the second case, if a grounded link does change direction between the stable
states, it is possible that the link may have crossed the reference surface prior to the mechanism
reaching the second stable position (again, assuming the second stable position is valid, Test 2 was
passed). The maximum displacement of that link must then be checked to see if that link violated
Condition 1 en route to the second stable position.
Links 2 and 4 will not change direction unless they reach an extreme value of θ2 or θ4 . The
extreme values occur at toggle positions, or when two links prohibit further motion of another link.
If these limits exist for a given mechanism, the extreme values of θ2 occur when r3 and r4 align
and the extreme values for θ4 occur when r2 and r3 align. The extreme angle values for each type
of mechanism were given in Chapter 4 [34] for triple-rockers, double-rockers, and crank-rockers.
These equations are repeated again below because they are frequently used in the analysis.
For triple-rockers (RRR4), the limits are:
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θ2min,RRR4 = arccos

r12 + r22 − (r4 − r3 )2
2r1 r2

!
(5.6)

!
r12 + r22 − (r4 − r3 )2
θ2max,RRR4 = 2π − arccos
2r1 r2
!
r12 + r42 − (r2 + r3 )2
θ4min,RRR4 = π − arccos
2r1 r4
!
r12 + r42 − (r2 + r3 )2
θ4max,RRR4 = π + arccos
2r1 r4

(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)

For double-rockers (GRCR), the limits are:

θ2min,GRCR = θ2min,RRR4
θ2max,GRCR = arccos

(5.10)

r12 + r22 − (r3 + r4 )2
2r1 r2

!
(5.11)

θ4min,GRCR = θ4min,RRR4
θ4max,GRCR = π − arccos

(5.12)
r12 + r42 − (r2 − r3 )2
2r1 r4

!
(5.13)

For crank-rockers (GCRR), link 2 is fully revolute and thus θ2 has no extreme value. The
limits for θ4 are:

θ4min,GCRR = θ4min,RRR4

(5.14)

θ4max,GCRR = θ4max,GRCR

(5.15)

Test 3 for Grashof Mechanisms and Extramobile Motion
Using the equations above, we will show that a grounded link for a Grashof mechanism
(excluding change-points) will either have no extremes in its motion (and therefore will not change
direction) or it will never rotate past δex,max = π. The three possible types of Grashof mechanisms
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for Class A mechanisms are double-rockers (GRCR), crank-rockers (GCRR), and double-cranks
(GCCC) [31].
GRCR: Both links 2 and 4 can reach extreme positions in their motion. The equations
for the extremes of link 2 (Equations 5.10 and 5.11) directly use the arccos function, which is
bounded between 0 and π, so the motion of link 2 cannot rotate more than π. The equations for
link 4 (Equations 5.12 and 5.13) use π minus the arccos function, which still bounds the output to
be between 0 and π so the motion of link 4 also cannot rotate more than π.
GCRR: Link 2 is fully revolute and therefore will not change direction between the first
and second stable states. For link 4, the extremes of θ4 are found by Equations 5.14 and 5.15,
which are both π minus the the arccos function. As discussed above, the output is bounded by 0
and π so the motion of link 4 also cannot rotate more than π.
GCCC: Both links 2 and 4 are fully revolute and therefore will not change direction between the first and second stable states.
Therefore, grounded links of Grashof mechanisms either do not change direction or will
never rotate past δex,max = π. This means that if a Grashof mechanism passes Test 1 and 2 for
extramobile motion, it cannot fail Test 3 for extramobile motion. However, a Grashof mechanism
that passed Tests 1 and 2 intramobile motion may fail Test 3 for intramobile motion because δin,max
depends on the arc length of the link.

5.5

ANALYSIS
The three tests are now applied to determine the geometries that always (noted by 3),

sometimes (noted by 3∗ ), or never (noted by 7) create an extramobile or intramobile BDM. A
final summary is provided at the end of the paper in Table 5.1 and supplemented by a summary of
3∗ cases in Table 5.2.
Each subsection analyzes one of the three Class A cylindrical developable mechanisms
that are capable of extramobile and intramobile motion. Typically the torsional springs will be
discussed in order K1, K4, K2, K3 since the bistable positions of K1 and K4 are found in a similar
manner (as are K2 and K3). The analysis will further be broken down by Grashof criteria and link
configuration.
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5.5.1

Class 1A
By definition, conformed Class 1A mechanisms (Figure 5.2a) are always in an open con-

figuration and the loop formed by the mechanism may not contain the center of the circle [31].
This constrains link 4 to be the longest link l as it subtends all other links and may not cross the
center of the circle. It follows that for Class 1A mechanisms,

π/2 ≤ θ2o ≤ π

(5.16)

π/2 ≤ θ4o ≤ π

Test 2 for all Class 1A BDMs
For conciseness, this section details Test 2 for all Class 1A BDMs. As such, it assumes
that Test 1 has been passed. The second stable position for each of these cases are found by the
Principle of Reflection. Figure 5.7 shows Class 1A mechanisms that use one dominant spring to
obtain bistability.
K1 (Figure 5.7a): In the second stable position link 4 is exterior to the reference surface
(intramobile K1: 72 ). The second stable position of link 4 lies at an angular displacement of
2∠P243 (rotated counter-clockwise). Thale’s Theorem shows that ∠P243 < π/2, so link 4 cannot
be past δ4ex,max . Hence, it passes Test 2 for extramobile motion.
K4 (Figure 5.7b): In the second stable position link 2 is rotated toward the center of the
circle (extramobile K4: 72 ). For the second stable position of link 2 to be located further than
δ2in,max , d13 must cross through the center of the circle, but this cannot happen due to Equation 5.16
(link 4 may not cross the circle’s center). So K2 passes Test 2 for intramobile motion.
K2 (Figure 5.7c): In the second stable position, links 2 and 4 are exterior to the reference
surface (intramobile K2: 72 ). Link 2’s second stable position is located at a rotation of 2γ13 (rotated
counter-clockwise). By Thale’s Theorem, γ13 ≥ π/2, so it is not past δ2ex,max . The second stable
position of link 4 is found by a reflection of r4 across r1 , so θ4b = −θ4o (link 4 rotated counterclockwise). Because θ4o ≥ π/2 (Equation 5.16), the second stable position for link 4 will not be
past δ4ex,max . So it passes Test 2 for extramobile motion.
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Figure 5.7: Class 1A mechanisms shown in their conformed (solid) and second stable (dashed)
positions.

K3 (Figure 5.7d): In the second stable position links 2 and 4 are exterior to the reference
surface (intramobile K3: 72 ). The second stable position of link 2 is found by a reflection of r2
across r1 , so θ2b = −θ2o (link 2 rotated counter-clockwise). Because θ2o ≥ π/2 (Equation 5.16),
the position of link 2 cannot exceed δ2ex,max . The second stable position of link 4 is located at a
rotation of 2γ42 (counter-clockwise). By Thale’s Theorem, γ42 < π/2, so the location of link 4
cannot exceed δ4ex,max . Hence, it passes Test 2 for extramobile motion.

Grashof
There exist three possible mechanism configurations for a Grashof Class 1A mechanism:
a double-crank (r1 = s), a crank-rocker (r2 = s), and a double-rocker (r3 = s). Theorem 1 states
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that a torsional spring must be placed opposite s for bistability to be possible. We can therefore
use Test 1 to eliminate all springs attached to s (GCCC K1,K4: 71 ) (GCRR K1,K2=71 ) (GRCR
K2,K3=71 ).
Each mechanism configuration for Class 1A Grashof mechanisms will now be analyzed
to identify when intramobile and extramobile BDMs are possible. Note that Test 2 was already
completed in Section 5.5.1. Grashof mechanisms cannot fail Test 3 for extramobile motion, as
discussed in Section 5.4.3. Therefore, all the remaining extramobile candidates (those that passed
Tests 1-3) are always extramobile BDMs (extramobile GCCC K2,K3: 3) (extramobile GCRR K3:
3) (extramobile GRCR K1: 3).
The two remaining intramobile candidates are now discussed.

Test 3 for intramobile GCRR K4

After Tests 1 and 2 for the crank-rocker, K4 is still a candidate

for an intramobile BDM. Test 3 shows that link 2 has no extreme positions so it will not change
directions. r2 and r3 must align to reach the second stable state, causing θ4 to reach its minimum
value θ4min (see Equation 5.14). Therefore, Test 3 requires that any Class 1A crank-rockers using
K4 to be checked to ensure θ4o − θ4min,GCRR ≤ δin,max to guarantee an intramobile BDM (intramobile GCRR K4: 3∗ ).

Test 3 for intramobile GRCR K4 After Tests 1 and 2 for the double-rocker, K4 is still a candidate for an intramobile BDM. The results for K4 are identical to the previous section (GCRR),
meaning that θ4o − θmin,GRCR must be less than or equal to δin,max to guarantee an intramobile BDM
(intramobile GRCR K4: 3∗ ).

Non-Grashof
Since link 4 is constrained to be l for all Class 1A mechanisms, only one type of nonGrashof mechanism (RRR4) exists in Class 1A. According to Theorem 2 of Test 1, non-Grashof
mechanisms will always be bistable as long as the links opposite the torsional spring are not
collinear when the spring is undeflected (when ψ = 0). Class 1A mechanisms are unable to have
any links collinear in the conformed position, so all Class 1A non-Grashof BDMs pass Test 1.
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The Test 2 analysis from Section 5.5.1 applies to non-Grashof mechanisms, thereby eliminating K4 extramobile BDMs and K1 - K3 intramobile BDMs. We will now check Test 3.

Test 3 for intramobile RRR4 K4 After Tests 1 and 2, K4 is still a candidate for an intramobile
RRR4 BDM. To reach the second stable position for K4, the mechanism must reach a toggle position and move back to the initial positions of link 4. When link 2 is at its minimum angular value
(θ2min,RRR4 ), P2 is in contact with link 4. This means that the most extreme displaced position of
link 2 can also be reached by link 4. We therefore only must check link 4’s displacement. Using
Equation 5.8, θ4o − θ4min,RRR4 must be less than or equal to δ4in,max to guarantee the second stable
position may be reached while interior to the reference surface (intramobile RRR4 K4: 3∗ ).

Test 3 for extramobile RRR4 K1, K2, K3

After Tests 1 and 2, K1, K2, and K3 are all still

candidates for extramobile RRR4 BDMs.
K1: The rotation of both links 2 and 4 must be checked to ensure neither θ2max,RRR4 − θ2o
or θ4max,RRR4 − θ4o (using Equations 5.7 and 5.9) exceeds δex,max (extramobile RRR4 K1: 3∗ ).
K2: We will first show that link 4 never changes direction prior to reaching the stable
position. ∠P123 (the angle between r2 and r3 ) decreases as the mechanism moves exterior to the
reference surface and reaches a minimum value when r4 and r1 are collinear. It then increases
in value until link 4 reaches its maximum angular displacement θ4max,RRR4 , when r2 and r3 are
collinear. Between these two positions, ∠P123 is guaranteed to have reached its initial magnitude.
Therefore the mechanism will always reach the second stable position for K2 prior to reaching
θ4max,RRR4 .
Link 2 is capable of reaching its maximum displacement θ2max,RRR4 prior to the second
stable position. If this does not happen, the mechanism is guaranteed to be an extramobile BDM
(because it has already passed Test 2). However, if θ2max,RRR4 is reached, we must check to ensure
θ2max,RRR4 − θ2o ≤ δex,max .
Figure 5.8 shows two RRR4 mechanisms in their conformed and second stable positions.
The toggle position for link 2 occurs when r2 and r3 become collinear. It can then be seen that the
mechanism in Figure 5.8a has not yet reached link 2’s toggle position and therefore is guaranteed
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Figure 5.8: Two possible bistable positions for RRR4 mechanisms using K2 are shown. In (a), the
mechanism reaches its second stable position without link 2 changing direction. In (b), link 2 has
reached a maximum and changed direction before reaching the second stable position.

to be an extramobile BDM. The mechanism in Figure 5.8b must have had r3 cross r4 to reach its
second stable position, so we must check if θ2max,RRR4 − θ2o ≤ δex,max .
A quick check can be made of a K2 RRR4 mechanism in its conformed position to see
which of the two cases (Figure 5.8a or 5.8b) the mechanism is. In case (a), ∠P132 ≥ ∠P134 while
in case (b), ∠P132 < ∠P134. Because these angles are the same in the second stable position,
it can be seen that their relative magnitude demonstrates if r3 and r4 have passed their collinear
position.
In summary, if ∠P132 ≥ ∠P134, K2 RRR4 mechanisms are guaranteed to be an extramobile BDM. If ∠P132 < ∠P134, θ2max,RRR4 − θ2o must be less than or equal to δex,max to ensure a
viable extramobile BDM (extramobile RRR4 K2: 3∗ ).
K3: ∠P234 (the angle between r3 and r4 , see Figure 5.7d) increases as the mechanism
moves exterior to the reference surface and reaches a maximum value when r2 and r1 are collinear.
It then decreases in value until link 2 reaches its maximum angular displacement θ2max,RRR4 , when
r3 and r4 are collinear. Between these positions, ∠P234 is guaranteed to have reached its initial
magnitude. Therefore the mechanism will always reach the second stable position for K2 prior to
reaching θ2max,RRR4 .
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Because l = r4 , r2 reaches its maximum prior to r4 , meaning that θ4max,RRR4 is never
reached prior to the second stable position. Therefore the K3 RRR4 mechanism is guaranteed
to be an extramobile BDM (extramobile RRR4 K3: 3).

Change Point
Change-point mechanisms are unique due to their ability to move between their open and
crossed circuits without disassembly []. To reach a change-point position (position where all pin
joints lie in a line), a mechanism must satisfy

s+l = p+q

(5.17)

where s is the shortest link, l is the longest link, and p and q are the remaining links.
Because θ1o = 0 and r4 = l (requirement for Class 1A), there are three possible Class 1A
change-point mechanisms: CPCCC, CPCRR, and CPRCR. Each of these have only one changepoint position and, since no links are collinear in the initial position, they all pass Test 1. Test 2
was already completed for all Class 1A mechanisms (Section 5.5.1). Hence, after Tests 1 and 2,
mechanisms with springs K1 - K3 are still candidates for extramobile BDMs, while mechanisms
with spring K4 are still candidates for intramobile BDMs. Test 3 will now be discussed for these
remaining mechanisms, organized by change-point type.

CPCCC For a CPCCC, the link lengths and the positions of these links at the change-point
position are

r1 = s; r2 = p; r3 =q; r4 = l

(5.18)

CP Position 1: θ1 = 0; θ2 = 0; θ3 = 0; θ4 = 0
The mechanism cannot reach this change-point position without either link 2 or 4 exceeding δex,max or δin,max . Therefore any additional stable positions are not accessible without violating
Condition 1, and the possible extramobile and intramobile BDMs are the same as for a double-
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crank (extramobile CPCCC K1,K4: 73 , extramobile K2,K3: 3, extramobile K4: 73 ).

CPCRR The change-point position for a CPCRR mechanism occurs when the position of each
link is

r1 = p; r2 = s; r3 =q; r4 = l

(5.19)

CP Position 1: θ1 = 0; θ2 = 0; θ3 = π; θ4 = π
To reach this position, link 2 must move interior while link 4 must move exterior to the
reference surface. Additional stable positions can therefore not be reached without violating either
Condition 1 or 2. Consequentially, CPCRR mechanisms do not reach any additional stable positions than the crank-rocker (extramobile CPCRR K1,K2: 73 , K3: 3, intramobile K4: 3∗ ).

CPRCR The positions of each link in the CPRCR mechanism are given by

r1 = p; r2 = q; r3 =s; r4 = l

(5.20)

CP Position 1: θ1 = 0; θ2 = π; θ3 = 0; θ4 = π
This change-point position may only be reached while exterior to the reference surface,
meaning any changes from the GRCR case do not apply to intramobile mechanisms (intramobile
K4: 3∗ ). We will therefore only look at the extramobile case.
At the change-point position, the mechanism may move upwards and downwards in either
its open and crossed configurations. If the mechanism moves up toward the reference surface, it
follows the same logic presented for the GRCR mechanism, allowing K1 to pass Test 3 (extramobile CPRCR K1: 3).
If the mechanism moves downward in its crossed configuration, the mechanism follows
the same logic as was presented for the extramobile triple-rocker. The mechanism always passes
Test 2 for both moving springs and always passes Test 3 for K3 (extramobile CPRCR K3: 3). It
therefore fails Test 2 for the intramobile K2 and K3. For K2, ∠P132 must be greater than ∠P134
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to guarantee an extramobile BDM. If ∠P132 < ∠P134, θ2max,RRR4 must be less than δex,max to
guarantee an extramobile BDM (extramobile CPRCR K2: 3∗ ).

5.5.2

Class 2A
Class 2A mechanisms are linkages whose two grounded links (r2 and r3 ) are crossed in

the conformed position (Figure 5.2b). Hyatt demonstrated that any crossed cyclic quadrilateral
will result in a Grashof mechanism (including change-points) [136]. Therefore, the discussion on
Class 2A mechanisms need not discuss non-Grashof mechanisms.
To remain a Class 2A mechanism, the area enclosed between the four links may not contain
the center of the circle [31]. Because θ1o = 0, both grounded links must remain on the left side
of the circle’s center. The initial angular position of each grounded link must then reside with the
ranges

0 ≤ θ2o ≤ π

(5.21)

π/2 ≤ θ4o ≤ π

Grashof Mechanisms
There are two possible configurations of Grashof Class 2A mechanisms. Because link 4
always subtends link 1, and link 2 always subtends link 3, either link 1 or link 3 will always be s.
These configurations lead to a double-crank and a double-rocker.

Double-Crank (GCCC)

By Test 1, the double-crank (r1 = s) cannot use spring K1 or K4 (GCCC

K1,K4: 71 ). We will therefore analyze the use of K2 and K3, as shown in Figure 5.9. The second
stable positions are found by the Principle of Reflection.
K2 (Figure 5.9a): In the second stable position, links 2 and 4 are exterior to the reference
surface (intramobile GCCC K2: 72 ). At this position link 2 has undergone a net rotation (counterclockwise) of 2γ13 . By Thale’s Theorem, γ13 > π/2, so link 2 cannot be past δ2ex,max . The second
stable position of link 4 is when θ4b = −θ4o (net rotation counter-clockwise). Equation 5.21 shows
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Figure 5.9: Class 2A GCCC mechanisms shown in their conformed (solid) and second stable
(dashed) positions.

that θ4o ≤ π, so link 4 cannot be past δ4ex,max . Hence, K2 passes Test 2 for extramobile motion.
Grashof mechanisms cannot fail Test 3 in extramobile motion (extramobile GCCC K2: 3).
K3 (Figure 5.9b): In the second stable position, links 2 and 4 are exterior to the reference
surface (intramobile GCCC K3: 72 ). Here, θ2b = −θ2o (net rotation counter-clockwise). Since θ2o
can be less than π/2 (Equation 5.21), θ2o must be checked to ensure link 2 will be exterior to the
surface to pass Test 2. The second stable position of link 4 is a net rotation (counter-clockwise) of
2γ42 . By Thale’s Theorem, γ42 ≤ π (r2 cannot cross the center of the circle), so link 4 cannot be
past δ4ex,max . As above, Grashof mechanisms in extramobile motion cannot fail Test 3. Therefore
(extramobile GCCC K3: 3∗ ), depending on the result from Test 2.

Double-Rocker (GRCR)

Using Test 1 for double-rockers (r3 = s), we can eliminate springs

K2 and K3 (GRCR K2,K3: 71 ). We will therefore analyze the use of K1 and K4, as shown in
Figure 5.10. The second stable positions are found by the Principle of Reflection.
K1 (Figure 5.10a): The second stable position exists when r4 is rotated toward the center
of the circle (extramobile GRCR K1: 72 ). At this position, link 2 has undergone a net rotation
(clockwise) of 2∠P243. To pass Test 2 for intramobile motion, ∠P243 must be checked to see
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Figure 5.10: Class 2A GRCR mechanisms shown in their conformed (solid) and second stable
(dashed) positions.

if it is less than δ4in,max /2. Test 3 shows that r3 and r4 must align prior to the second stable
position. If θ4o − θ4min,GRCR ≤ δ4in,max , it will pass Test 3 and be an intramobile BDM. Note that
the corresponding θ4min,GRCR always supersedes the checking of ∠P243. Using the same logic as
the Class 1A GRCR mechanism, the extreme positions of θ2 do not need to be checked. Hence,
(intramobile GRCR K1: 3∗ ) depending on Test 3 for link 4.
K4 (Figure 5.10b): In the second stable position link 2 is exterior to the reference surface (intramobile GRCR K4: 72 ). Here, link 2 is located at a net rotation (counter-clockwise) of
2∠P312. By Thale’s Theorem, ∠P312 ≤ π/2, so link 2 cannot be past δ2ex,max and this mechanism
passes Test 2. Grashof mechanisms cannot fail Test 3 for extramobile motion (extramobile GRCR
K4: 3).

Change-Point Mechanisms
The three different configurations of Class 2A change-point mechanisms (CP2X-RCR,
CP2X-CCR/RRC and CP3X) are shown in Figure 5.11. All of these mechanisms have at least
two pairs of links that have equal length, allowing them to have more than one change-point position.

CP2X-RCR The CP2X-RCR mechanism (Figure 5.11a) has no links collinear in the conformed
position and therefore passes Test 1. This mechanism has all links collinear in the following two
positions.
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(a) CP2X-RCR

(b) CP2X-CCR/RRC

(c) CP3X

Figure 5.11: Class 2A change-point mechanisms in their conformed positions. Hatch marks indicate equal lengths.

r1 = r3 = s; r2 = r4 = l
CP Position 1 : θ1 = 0; θ2 = π; θ3 = 0; θ4 = π;

(5.22)

CP Position 2 : θ1 = 0; θ2 = 0; θ3 = 0; θ4 = 0;
CP Position 1 can be achieved during extramobile motion because link 2 and link 4 are
exterior to the reference surface. In CP Position 2, link 2 has moved inside the reference surface
and has then violated Condition 1 (since r2 > r1 ). Tests 2 and 3 will now be completed for each
dominant torsional spring.
K1: For Test 2, the same logic as the Class 2A GRCR applies (extramobile CP2X-RCR
K1: 72 ). To achieve bistability using K1, r3 and r4 must align. Since neither CP position 1 or 2 can
occur during intramobile motion, this mechanism fails Test 3 (intramobile CP2X-RCR K1: 73 ).
K4: For Test 2, the same logic as the Class 2A GRCR applies (intramobile CP2X-RCR
K4: 72 ). Test 3 shows that r2 and r3 must align prior to the second stable position for K4. As
shown above, CP Position 1 can be achieved in extramobile motion, so this mechanism passes Test
3 (extramobile CP2X-RCR K4: 3).
K2: For Test 2, the same logic as the Class 2A GCCC applies (intramobile CP2X-RCR
K2: 72 ). The mechanism must pass through one of the two CP Positions prior to the second stable
position for K2. As shown above, CP Position 1 can be achieved in extramobile motion, so this
mechanism passes Test 3 (extramobile CP2X-RCR K2: 3).
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K3: For Test 2, the same logic as the Class 2A GCCC applies (intramobile CP2X-RCR
K3: 72 ), including the fact θ2o must be checked to ensure link 2 will be exterior to the surface. For
the same reason as K2, this mechanism passes Test 3. Hence, (extramobile CP2X-RCR K3: 3∗ )
depending on the result from Test 2.

CP2X-CCR/RRC and CP3X

The analysis for CP2X-CCR/RRC and CP3X are similar and will

be discussed together, with differences noted. Both of these types of mechanisms require links
to be collinear in the conformed position. Because Theorem 3 states that bistability cannot be
achieved if links are collinear when opposite an undeflected torsional spring, K2 and K4 fail Test
1 (CP2X-CCR/RRC K2,K4: 71 ; CP3X K2,K4: 71 ).
These mechanisms reach change-point positions when

CP2X-CCR/RRC : r1 = r4 ; r2 = r3
CP3X : r1 = r2 = r3 = r4
CP Position 1 : θ1 = 0; θ2 = π; θ3 = 0; θ4 = π

(5.23)

CP Position 2 : θ1 = 0; θ2 = 0; θ3 = π; θ4 = π
CP Position 3 (CP3X) : θ1 = 0; θ2 = 0; θ3 = 0; θ4 = 0

where CP Position 3 only applies to the CP3X mechanism. CP position 1 lies outside the surface
and can be reached by extramobile motion. CP position 2 lies interior to the surface, and can be
reached by intramobile motion only if links 2 and 3 are s and links 1 and 4 are l > s (which is by
definition the CP2X-CCR mechanism). For example, the mechanism in Figure 5.12a passes Test
2 but may never reach this position as r2 and r3 cannot become collinear with r1 and r4 without
exceeding δ4in,max . CP position 3 (only applicable to CP3X) also lies interior to the surface, but
the mechanism cannot unfold into a kite directly from this position (due to sequential folding).
Because links of equal length are adjacent, the second stable positions using K1 and K3 are
always in a kite shape (see Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.12: Class 2A CP2X-RRC mechanism in its initial and second stable positions.

K1 (Figure 5.12a): To pass Test 2, K1’s kite must fit within the reference surface (extramobile CP2X-CCR/RRC K1: 72 ; extramobile CP3X K1: 72 ). This happens if θ2o ≥ π/2, which is
possible, but not required (by Thale’s Theorem). Test 3 shows that the mechanism must reach a
CP Position prior to reaching the second stable (kite) position. Only CP Position 2 can be reached
during intramobile motion and unfold to a kite (and when r2 = r3 = s and r1 = r4 = l > s, as
discussed above). All links in the CP3X mechanism are the same length, so it doesn’t meet this
criteria and fails Test 3 (CP3X intramobile K1: 73 ). The CP2X-CCR/RRC mechanism can meet
this criteria.
Test 3 also shows that r2 and r3 must align (extended) prior to the second stable position,
so the minimum position of θ4 (which is equivalent to θ4min,RRR4 ) must be checked to ensure it
doesn’t cross the reference surface: θ4o − θ4min < δ4in,max . Hence, it will be an intramobile BDM,
depending on the results from Test 2 and Test 3 (CP2X-CCR/RRC intramobile K1: 3∗ ).
K3 (Figure 5.12b): It can be seen that the second stable position occurs when links 2 and 4
are exterior to the surface (intramobile CP2X-CCR/RRC K3: 72 ; intramobile CP3X K3: 72 ). To
pass Test 2, K3’s kite must be entirely exterior the surface: θ2o must be greater than or equal to
π/2.
For Test 3, CP position 3 lies outside the surface and can be reached by extramobile motion,
as discussed above. Other than at this position, neither r2 and r3 nor r3 and r4 will align prior to
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the second stable configuration, so this mechanism passes Test 3 assuming it has passed Test 2
(extramobile CP2X-CCR/RRC and CP3X K3: 3∗ ).

5.5.3

Class 3A
Class 3A mechanisms are linkages whose coupler (r3 ) crosses ground (r1 ) in the conformed

position (Figure 5.2c). In order to remain a Class 3A mechanism, the entire mechanism must be
on one side of the circle. Hence,

3π/2 ≤ θ2o ≤ 2π

(5.24)

π/2 ≤ θ4o ≤ π
Because Class 3A mechanisms are always crossed, they must always be Grashof mechanisms [136]. It can also be seen that r2 is subtended by all other links, making it s for all nonchange-point mechanisms. These constraints therefore require all Class 3A mechanisms to be
either a crank-rocker or change-point mechanism.

Grashof Mechanisms
Crank-Rocker (GCRR) Test 1 eliminates the possibility of using K1 or K2 for bistability because they are always attached to s (GCRR K1,K2: 71 ). We will therefore analyze the use of
K4 and K3, as shown in Figure 5.13. The second stable positions are found by the Principle of
Reflection.
K4 (Figure 5.13a): In the second stable position, link 2 is exterior to the surface (intramobile GCRR K4: 72 ). Here, link 2 is located at a net rotation (clockwise) of 2∠P213. By
Thale’s Theorem, ∠P213 ≥ π/2, so link 2 cannot be past δ2ex,max and this mechanism passes Test
2. Grashof mechanisms cannot fail Test 3 for extramobile motion (extramobile GCRR K4: 3).
K3 (Figure 5.13b): Link 2 must be rotated toward the center of the circle in the second
stable position (extramobile GCRR K3: 72 ). The second stable position for link 2 is a reflection
of r2 across r1 . Since r1 must be below the center of the circle, link 2 for this mechanism always
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Figure 5.13: Class 3A mechanisms shown in their conformed (solid) and second stable (dashed)
positions.

passes Test 2. For link 4 to pass Test 2 for intramobile motion, its position in the second stable
position (a net rotation of 2γ42 ) must be checked to ensure its displacement is less than δ4in,max .
For Test 3, link 2 is fully revolute and doesn’t change directions. Furthermore, Test 3 shows
that θ4 will not reach an extreme minimum value prior to the second state. This is because, in both
stable states, the angle between links 2 and 3 remains less than π (r2 and r3 are never collinear
prior to reaching the second stable position). By Thale’s Theorem, ∠P124 ≥ π/2, ∠P324 ≥ π/2,
and ∠P123 (the angle between links 2 and 3) is less than π in the first stable position. By the
Principle of Reflection, in the second stable position the angle between links 2 and 3 is equal to
2π − (∠P124 + ∠P324), which must also be less than π. Therefore, r2 and r3 cannot align (and θ4
cannot reach its maximum) prior to the second stable position using K3. Hence, this mechanism
may be an intramobile BDM, depending on the result for Test 2 (intramobile GCRR K3: 3∗ ).

Change-Point Mechanisms
The two possible change-point mechanisms in Class 3A are a CP2X-CCR and a CP3X
mechanism, as shown in Figure 5.14. Their change-point positions are the same as those for the
CP2X-CCR/RRC and CP3X in Class 2A (Equation 5.23).
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(a) CP2X-CCR

(b) CP3X

Figure 5.14: Class 3A change-point mechanisms in their conformed positions. Hatch marks indicate equal lengths.
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γ42
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(a) With spring K1.

P4

d42

(b) With spring K3.

Figure 5.15: Class 3A CP2X-CCR mechanism in its second stable positions.

CP2X-CCR The CP2X-CCR mechanism is unable to use K2 and K4 as they are opposite collinear
links (CP2X-CCR K2,K4: 71 ).
The second stable positions for each spring can be found with the Principle of Reflection
and are shown in Figure 5.15. As was the case in Class 2A, these mechanisms form a kite.
K1 (Figure 5.15a): Link 2 is exterior to the reference surface in the second stable position
(intramobile CP2X-CCR K1: 72 ). In this second stable position, it has undergone a net rotation
of 2γ42 (counter-clockwise). By Thale’s Theorem, γ42 < π/2, so it cannot be past δ2ex,max and
therefore passes Test 2 for extramobile motion. CP position 1 can be reached through extramobile
motion because at this point link 2 will never have rotated more that π radians (Equation 5.24).
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From CP position 1, the mechanism can unfold into the kite configuration, but must pass the
toggle position when r2 and r3 align, causing θ4max . However, the equation for θ4max,CP2X−CRR =
θ4max,RRR4 and is therefore bounded by 0 and π. Hence, this mechanism passes Test 3 (extramobile
CP2X-CCR K1: 3).
K3 (Figure 5.15b): Link 4 is rotated toward the center of the circle in the second stable position (extramobile CP2X-CCR K3: 72 ). This mechanism will pass Test 2 for intramobile motion if
∠P243 (which equals γ42 ) is less than δin,max /2. For Test 3, the mechanism must use change-point
position 2 to remain interior to the reference surface. From this position, no link will change direction until it reaches the second stable position. Therefore, assuming the mechanism has passed
Test 2, it will pass Test 3 (intramobile CP2X-CCR K3: 3∗ ).

CP3X Because the CP3X mechanism requires all four links to be collinear in the conformed
position (which is the first stable position), it fails Test 1 (CP3X K1,K2,K3,K4: 71 ).

5.6

NUMERICAL COMPARISON
The design space for Class 1A, 2A, and 3A mechanisms can be represented by the non-

dimensional arc lengths of links 1, 2, and 3 [31]. This design space was systematically traversed in
7.5◦ increments to create 8096 mechanisms capable of intramobile and extramobile motion (2024
in Class 1A, 4048 in Class 2A, 2024 in Class 3A). Note that change-point mechanisms were not
included due to the bifurcations in their motion path.
Each simulated mechanism was modeled numerically. A program mapped the orientation
of the curved links as the device moved through its motion (both intramobile and extramobile). The
motion was correlated with the expected strain energy due to the deflection of dominant torsional
spring K1. It would then identify if the mechanism had reached a minimum in the strain energy
function (the second stable position) prior to violating Conditions 1 or 2. This was then repeated
for springs K2, K3, and K4.
In all, 32,384 simulated mechanism configurations (4 each for 8096 mechanisms) were
modeled and compared with the test results in Section 5.5. All mechanism configurations analyzed
in this numerical approach returned results in agreement with those provided in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
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5.7

DEMONSTRATION OF APPROACH
We now provide two example mechanisms to provide a holistic demonstration of how dif-

ferent mechanism configurations may or may not create an extramobile or intramobile BDM. The
mechanisms discussed in this section were arbitrarily selected from the simulated mechanisms in
Section 5.6. For both examples, the motion of each mechanism is represented along the x-axis,
where both ends of the axis represent the conformed position.

5.7.1

Class 2A GCCC
Our first example is that of a Class 2A GCCC mechanism. From Table 5.1, we find that

Test 1 has eliminated springs K1 and K4 from consideration, and Test 2 has eliminated K2 and K3
for intramobile BDMs. Spring K2 should always create an extramobile BDM, and K3 may create
an extramobile BDM as long as θ2o ≥ π/2.
Figure 5.16 shows the analysis for the simulated Class 2A GCCC mechanism. Subfigures
(a) and (b) show the analysis of Conditions 1 and 2. While traveling exterior to the surface (left to
right), link 2 violates the Conditions (in this case, Condition 1 because it passed δex,max ) before link
4. While traveling interior to the surface (right to left), link 2 again violates the Conditions before
link 4. These become the limits of intramobile and extramobile motion, respectively, in Subfigure
(c), which shows the strain energy curves for springs K1-K4.
There is only one minimum in the strain energy using K1 and K4 (and therefore no second stable position, as predicted by Test 1). For K2, the second stable position occurs while the
mechanism is in extramobile motion (therefore precluding it from creating an intramobile BDM,
as was predicted by Test 2). While K3 also has a second stable position, this occurs outside both
intramobile and extramobile motion. The conformed position of link 2, seen in both Subfigures (a)
and (c), has an orientation less than π/2 (in agreement with Table 5.2). Therefore, this mechanism
with K2 is an extramobile BDM. It is not an intramobile BDM with any spring.
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Figure 5.16: Subfigures (a) and (b) show θ2 and θ4 , respectively, and their corresponding limits
for extramobile and intramobile motion for a simulated Class 2A GCCC mechanism. From these,
we find where link 2 or 4 violates Conditions 1 or 2 (marked with dashed lines). These translate
to the limits of extramobile and intramobile motion in subfigure (c). K1 and K4 cannot produce a
BDM because they only have one minimum. K2 produces a valid extramobile BDM, but K3 does
not (its stable position is outside the range of extramobile motion).

5.7.2

Class 1A RRR4
Our second example is a Class 1A RRR4 mechanism. Table 5.1 states that only extramobile

K3 should always work, while extramobile K1-K2 and intramobile K4 are conditional cases that
depend on the displacements of links 2 and 4.
Figure 5.17 shows the analysis for a Class 1A RRR4 mechanism. While traveling exterior
to the surface (left to right), link 2 violates the Conditions (in this case, Condition 2 because
it moved inside the surface, then crossed back outside the surface) before link 4 does. While
traveling interior to the surface (right to left), link 4 violates the Condition 2 before link 2 does.
These become the limits of intramobile and extramobile motion, respectively, in Subfigure (c),
which shows the strain energy curves for springs K1-K4.
Each spring produces a minimum, as expected by Test 1. K1, K2, and K3 produce extramobile BDMs because the stable positions are within the extramobile motion range. K4 produces an
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Figure 5.17: Subfigures (a) and (b) show θ2 and θ4 , respectively, and their corresponding limits
for extramobile and intramobile motion for a simulated Class 1A RRR4 mechanism. From these,
we find where link 2 or 4 violates Conditions 1 or 2 (marked with dashed lines). These translate to
the limits of extramobile and intramobile motion in subfigure (c). K4 produces a valid intramobile
BDM, while K1, K2, and K3 produce valid extramobile BDMs.

intramobile BDM because its stable position is within the intramobile motion range. All of these
stable positions are therefore in agreement with Table 5.1.

5.8

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
By highlighting all possible cases of when mechanisms will always, sometimes, and never

be an extramobile or intramobile BDM, Tables 5.1 and 5.2 make the design of these bistable
mechanisms approachable and straightforward. A survey of the tables provides a few points for
discussion.
The Intramobile section of Table 5.1 indicates that there are no cases of intramobile BDMs
that will always work. This requires that the design of developable mechanisms that will reach
a second stable position interior to a cylinder must always take into consideration the geometry
and/or motion of the mechanism during the design process to ensure a valid intramobile BDM. It
should also be noted that there are few cases of possible intramobile mechanism configurations that
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result in a viable intramobile BDM. Furthermore, there are no cases where two or more different
springs on a given mechanism will create an intramobile BDM.
Class 1 mechanisms provide more variety in mechanism types than the other classes, including the only possible non-Grashof mechanisms. In contrast, Class 3 provides the least variety
but is the only class that can create an intramobile BDM that uses a moving spring.
Lastly, as can be seen with the sample mechanisms in Figures 5.16c and 5.17c, the second
stable positions can be visually identified when two links joined by a torsional spring form an arc.
This behavior is unique to developable mechanisms and could be utilized as a design feature in
certain applications.
Bistable developable mechanisms that remain interior or exterior to a cylinder show promise
for implementation in many applications. Their ability to reach stable positions with minimal
Table 5.1: Possible locations of torsional springs to create bistable extramobile and intramobile
cylindrical Class A developable mechanisms. Cases are identified as being always (3),
sometimes (3∗ ), and never (7i ) possible, with subscripts denoting an associated
failed test. Additional guidance for 3∗ scenarios is given in Table 5.2.
Extramobile

Class 1A

Class 2A

Intramobile

Type

K1

K2

K3

K4

K1

K2

K3

K4

Grashof

GCCC
GCRR
GRCR

71
71
3

3
71
71

3
3
71

71
72
72

71
71
72

72
71
71

72
72
71

71
3∗
3∗

Non-Grashof

RRR4

3∗

3∗

3

72

72

72

72

3∗

Change-Point

CPCCC
CPCRR
CPRCR

73
73
3

3
73
3

3
3
3∗

72
72
72

72
72
72

72
72
72

72
72
72

73
3∗
3∗

Grashof

GCCC
GRCR

71
72

3
71

3∗
71

71
3

71
3∗

72
71

72
71

71
72

72
72
72

3
71
71

3∗
3∗
3∗

3
71
71

73
3∗
73

73
71
71

73
72
72

73
71
71

CP2X-RCR
Change-Point CP2X-CCR/RRC
CP3X
Grashof

GCRR

71

71

72

3

71

71

3∗

72

Change-Point

CP2X-CCR
CP3X

3
71

71
71

72
71

71
71

72
71

71
71

3∗
71

71
71

Class 3A
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power consumption and minimal interference with existing systems make them a great candidate
in settings where power may be limited and volume is at a premium, including space and medical
applications. To fully realize their potential, additional steps could be taken, such as developing
methods to incorporate mechanical compliance to induce strain. The implementation of compliTable 5.2: This table provides a summary of all 3∗ scenarios in Table 5.1
Class

1A

Mechanism

Spring

If True, 3

GCRR

K4 (intramobile)

θ4o − θ4min,GCRR ≤ δ4in,max

GRCR

K4 (intramobile)

θ4o − θ4min,GRCR ≤ δ4in,max

K1 (extramobile)

θ2max,RRR4 − θ2o ≤ δ2ex,max
AND
θ4max,RRR4 − θ4o ≤ δ4ex,max

RRR4

∠P132 ≤ ∠P134
K2 (extramobile)
OR
∠P132 > ∠P134, θ2max,RRR4 − θ2o ≤ δ2ex,max
K4 (intramobile)

θ4o − θ4min,RRR4 ≤ δ4in,max

K4 (intramobile)

θ4o − θ4min,GCRR ≤ δ4in,max

K3 (extramobile)

∠P132 ≤ ∠P134
OR
∠P132 > ∠P134, θ2max,RRR4 − θ2o ≤ δ2ex,max

K4 (intramobile)

θ4o − θ4min,GRCR ≤ δ4in,max

GCCC

K3 (extramobile)

θ2o ≥ π/2

GRCR

K1 (intramobile)

θ4o − θ4min,GRCR ≤ δ4in,max

CP2X-RCR

K3 (extramobile)

θ2o ≥ π/2

K1 (intramobile)

r2 = r3 = s
AND
θ2o ≥ π/2
AND
θ4o − θ4min,RRR4 ≤ δ4in,max

K3 (extramobile)

θ2o ≥ π/2

CP3X

K3 (extramobile)

θ2o ≥ π/2

GCRR

K3 (intramobile)

2γ13 ≤ δ4in,max

CP2X-CCR

K3 (intramobile)

2γ42 ≤ δ4in,max

CPCRR

CPRCR

2A
CP2X-CCR/RRC

3A
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ance could be combined with recent work to model the deflection of compliant parts [151], enable
out-of-plane motion [152] while maintaining bistability, or plausibly adapting geometry to integrate constant-force behaviors [153] with extramobile or intramobile bistability.
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CHAPTER 6.

CONCLUSIONS

The coupled relationship of forces, strain energy, and kinematics can complicate implementation of origami-based and developable mechanisms. This dissertation sorts this complexity
to help engineers and designers approach these devices in simpler ways, making their design more
accessible through easily-implemented design tools. These tools were created by achieving the
following research objectives:
• Objective 1 Create methods of predicting mechanical advantage and output forces in complex compliant mechanisms.
• Objective 2 Customize a design framework for the design of thick-folding origami with
customized behaviors.
• Objective 3 Identify and apply the limits of extramobile and intramobile motion in cylindrical developable mechanisms to create bistable developable mechanisms.
The following sections discuss overall conclusions and future work identified by meeting
these research objectives.

6.1

Strain Energy, Parasitic Motion, and Hybrid Approaches
The multi-input mechanical advantage model in Chapter 2 provides an easily-implemented

approach to predict force outputs in kinematically-complex compliant mechanisms. For proper
implementation, the approach requires a relatively accurate rigid-body kinematics model of the
mechanism’s motion. In theory, this is not a problem as most all linkages and origami-based
mechanisms can be represented by such. For example, rigid-body replacement of compliant mechanism geometry may allow for close approximation of the mechanism’s motion [5]. However,
as mechanisms become more and more complex, predictive models of their motion may be less
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precise due to parasitic motion. This is especially true when mechanisms are composed of large
arrays of links, such as in an origami tessellation.
The ReCS technique in Chapter 3 is designed to exploit internal strain energy to provide
self-deploying behavior. While the unfolding of a ReCS-based device is fairly straightforward,
parasitic motion during folding or under loads can cause undesirable motion. In lower-order folds
this is not a problem, but parasitic motion grows as fold order increases, creating undesired motion
in the mechanisms. This then leads to increased stress and possible yielding in the compliant
portions of the mechanism.
Inherent in both of these systems is mechanical compliance. We see that while on a small
scale compliance can offer precise motion, increase in system scale leads to less precise motion
and, consequentially, less accurate predictive models. Additional approaches could then be advantageous to controlling the motion of these coupled devices to improve the accuracy of our models.
Much work has been done to allow folding of origami in engineering materials. As was
shown in this work, these approaches allow mechanisms to exhibit specified desirable behaviors.
A logical next step in improving the usefulness of this body of knowledge would be through creating methods that combine different folding methods to create hybrid approaches. These methods would allow mechanism behaviors to be highly customized. In the case discussed in this
section, systems with high mechanical compliance could be combined with approaches that constrain the kinematics of the mechanism, such as the recently presented designed-offset linkage
approach [154]. An approachable method that allows for customization of mechanism behaviors
by drawing upon our existing body of knowledge would maximize the potential from these known
approaches.

6.2

Practicality of Developable Mechanisms
Developable mechanisms show great promise for implementation in a variety of applica-

tions. Chapters 4 and 5 demonstrate how to predict the extramobile and intramobile limits of
rigid-body motion of cylindrical developable mechanisms. Additionally, these limits can be implemented to identify the possible configurations of extramobile and intramobile bistable developable
mechanisms. The design tables provided in Chapter 5 remove the complexity of device geometry
to allow for straight-forward implementation of bistable developable mechanisms.
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The work done in these two chapters was performed under a number of assumptions. In
particular, two of these assumptions were established as a necessary building block to begin thinking about how these devices work. Moving forward, the design of practical, physical developable
mechanisms would be better served by loosening these constraints to be implemented in engineering applications.
The first of these assumptions is a zero-thickness assumption. Developable mechanisms
designed up to this point have followed this assumption. Though this has been a necessary step,
physical mechanisms are not capable of following this assumption and must therefore take consideration not only of the thickness of their links but also the relative thicknesses of their surrounding
geometry. Approaches that can integrate current zero-thickness models and real-world material and
geometric constraints will allow us to fabricate reliable mechanisms beyond our current additivemanufactured prototypes. Such approaches could also allow for these mechanisms to be made
monolithic with an existing cylinder, requiring a better understanding of how to model system
compliance in curved compliant mechanisms.
The second of these assumptions is the requirement for the coupler to remain between
moving pivots. Traditional kinematics allows for a coupler link to have any shape, which allows
mechanisms to reach a more diverse range of positions. For a developable mechanism, the link
must remain curved but could plausibly extend beyond either moving pivot. This behavior would
allow a developable mechanism to have more complex motion. To achieve this, the models proposed in this dissertation would then need to accommodate for this extended geometry to ensure
extramobile and intramobile motion.
The investigation on bistability can be further extended in several ways. Chapter 5 focuses
on the use of a single dominant torsional spring. With this knowledge, we can start to extend
bistable developable mechanism design to include more than one dominant torsional spring. Additionally, extending this work beyond regular cylinders to include generalized cylinders and cones
would be a logical next step. Lastly, the integration of curved compliant flexures into developable
mechanisms is a straightforward method to obtain and use strain energy while accurately predicting
mechanism kinematics.
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6.3

Concluding Remarks
In fulfilling the research objectives, this dissertation has contributed to the science of

origami-based and developable mechanism design approaches. As a result of this work, practitioners will be better able to approach and design complex origami-based and developable mechanisms. In terms of origami-based devices, a model used to predict the mechanical advantage for
multi-input compliant mechanisms was presented and explored how modifying the parameters of
a model affects their behavior. The model was used to predict the force-deflection behavior of an
origami-based mechanism (Oriceps) and is verified with experimental data from magnetic actuation of the mechanism. A technique to fold thick origami, called the ReCS technique, demonstrated that customized behaviors of flat-foldability, rigid-foldability, and self-deployability. Folding branches were trimmed through intentional interference of thick panels. The ReCS approach
is highlighted by a design framework to simplify its implementation.
The design capabilities of cylindrical developable mechanisms were expanded through the
identification of extramobile and intramobile motion limits. It was shown that necessary considerations for their design can be reduced. These limits were then implemented to identify the feasible
design space for bistable developable mechanisms.
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APPENDIX A.

MATLAB CODE FOR ORICEPS FORCE OUTPUTS

% Design Parameters
w = .00102; %meters
t = .00043; %meters

% E = 1.4*10^9; %Pa, textbook value
% E = 1.55*10^8; %Pa, unworked experimental value
% E = 4.9*10^7; %Pa, worked experimental value
E = 1.5*10^8; %Pa, approximated worked value. This is the value we will use in
the paper.

I = w*t^3/12; % m^4
L = .00152; %meters

V_mag = .0000000639; %m^3
rem_mag = 1.32; %Tesla
uo = 4*pi*10^(-7); %N/Amp^2

global a1 a2 a3 a4 k1 k2 k3 k4

a1 = 2*pi/3;
a2 = pi/3;
a3 = pi/2;
a4 = pi/2;
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k1 = 2*E*I/L;
k2 = k1;
k3 = E*I/L;
k4 = k3;

g3_0 = -5*pi/180;
g3_f = -35.2305*pi/180;

% Test value for g3_f
%g3_f = -15*pi/180;

g3 = [g3_0,g3_f];

% g2 = 2.*acot((sin(a1).*(cot(a1).*(cot((g3)./2).^2-1)-cot(a3).*(cot((g3)./2)
.^2+1)))./(2.*cot((g3)./2)));
% g1 = -g3;
% g4 = 2.*acot((sin(a3).*(cot(a1).*(cot((g3)./2).^2+1)-cot(a3).*(cot((g3)./2)
.^2-1)))./(2.*cot((g3)./2)));

% g41 = 2*(pi/2 -atan((sin(a3).*(tan(a1).^(-1).*(tan((g3)./2).^(-2)+1)-tan(a3)
.^(-1).*(tan((g3)/2).^-2-1)))./(2.*tan((g3)/2)).^(-1)));

g2 = 2.*acot((-sin(a1).*(cot(a3).*(cot(g3./2).^2+1)) + (cos(a1).*(cot(g3./2)
.^2-1)))./(2.*cot(g3./2)));
g1 = -g3;
g4 = -2.*acot((-sin(a3).*(cot(a1).*(cot(g3./2).^2+1)) + (cos(a3).*(cot(g3./2)
.^2-1)))./(2.*cot(g3./2)));

p=1e-18;

dg2dg3=zeros(1,length(g3));
% Derivative of g2 with respect to g3
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for i=1:length(g3)
dg2dg3(i) = imag(funcg2(g3(i)+p*1i))/p;
end

dg4dg3=zeros(1,length(g3));
% Derivative of g4 with respect to g3
for i=1:length(g3)
dg4dg3(i) = imag(funcg4(g3(i)+p*1i))/p;
end

dU_c1 = 0;
dU_c2 = 0;
dU_c3 = 0;
dU_c4 = 0;

% With derivatives
for i = 2:length(g3)
dU_c1 = (k1.*(g1(i)-g1(1)));
dU_c2 = (k2.*(g2(i)-g2(1)).*dg2dg3(i));
dU_c3 = (k3.*(g3(i)-g3(1)));
dU_c4 = (k4.*(g4(i)-g4(1)).*dg4dg3(i));
end

dU_c = abs(dU_c1) + abs(dU_c2) + abs(dU_c3) + abs(dU_c4);

%Rigid body mechanical advantage

MA_r = ((cos(a3)*cos(g3_f)-cot(a1)*sin(a3)).^2+sin(g3_f).^2)/...
(-2*cos(a3)+2*cos(g3_f)*cot(a1)*sin(a3));

MA_r = abs(MA_r);
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% Drop u_o as it is included within H
Mag_mom = V_mag*rem_mag;

H_o = 0.085; %T
H_f = .1571149; %T
step = 1000;

Hvec = linspace(H_o,H_f,step);

H = [zeros(size(Hvec));Hvec/uo;zeros(size(Hvec))]; %Tesla
% The line above says this is in Tesla. I’m not sure if this is correct.
% The Hvec is created in Tesla. Now this is divided by u0, which should put
% this into Ampere/meter. These are the units that the equations use, so
% that would make sense.

Mag_vec_4 = zeros(3,length(Hvec));
Mag_vec_3 = zeros(3,length(Hvec));
dW_in_3 = zeros(1,length(Hvec));
dW_in_4 = zeros(1,length(Hvec));

for i = 1:length(Hvec)
Mag_vec_4(:,i) = -(Mag_mom/2)*[0;cos(g4(2));-sin(g4(2))]; % Divide Mag_mom by two
because we have half magnets in these computations, just for a single vertex.
Mag_vec_3(:,i) = (Mag_mom/2)*[cos(-g3(2));-sin(-g3(2));0];
dW_in_3(i) = abs(norm(cross(Mag_vec_3(:,i),H(:,i))));
dW_in_4(i) = abs(norm(cross(Mag_vec_4(:,i),H(:,i))).*dg4dg3(2));
end

dW_in = dW_in_3 + dW_in_4;

MA_c = zeros(1,length(Hvec));
for i = 1:length(Hvec)
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MA_c(i) = MA_r*(1-abs(dU_c/dW_in(i)));
end

L1 = (0.93+0.06/2)*0.0254; %meters
% L1 = (2+0.06/2)*0.0254; %meters, measure from Landen. Not very reliable I
% think.

% Calculating the output force for the oriceps
F_out=zeros(1,length(Hvec));

for i=1:length(Hvec)
F_out(i) = ((dW_in_3(i) + dW_in_4(i))*MA_c(i))/L1;
end

%Experimental Data from Capstone team

Mag_field_exp = 10^(-3)*[92.36751, 101.72859, 109.52949, 117.33039, 125.13129,
133.71228, 140.73309, 148.53399, 157.1149];
Force_exp = [0, 0.0029, 0.051, 0.07, 0.09, 0.112, 0.13, 0.149, 0.172];

% Standard Deviations approximated for the 35 degree position using similar
% values from the 45 degree position in the Capstone report, Table 6.
StatDev = [0, 0.010261578825892, 0.012581732790041, 0.011436782764397,
0.013311649033835, 0.013583077707206, 0.014909728367747, 0.015610893632333,
0.015610893632333];

err = Force_exp*(.071 + .00261)+.01;

% I’ve multiplied both the Hvec and
% Mag_field_exp by uo to put the units in A/m rather than Tesla. This will
% help equation 17 match the output in the plot.
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Hvec = Hvec/uo;
Mag_field_exp = Mag_field_exp/uo;

% for i = 1:length(g3)
%

g3(i) = g3(i)*180/pi;

% end

plot(Hvec(1:end),F_out(1:end),’color’,’r’,’LineWidth’,2)
xlabel(’Magnetic Field Strength (A/m)’)
ylabel(’Output Force (N)’)
title(’Magnetic Field Strength vs. Output Force’)

hold;
errorbar(Mag_field_exp(1:end),Force_exp(1:end),StatDev,’color’,’g’)
plot(Mag_field_exp(1:end),Force_exp(1:end),’o-’,’color’,’g’,’LineWidth’,2,’
MarkerSize’,5)
legend(’Predicted Results’,’Measured Results’,’Location’,’northwest’)

Function to help find

dγ2
dγ3

function [g2] = funcg2(g3)
global a1 a2 a3 a4 k1 k2 k3 k4

g2 = 2.*acot((sin(a1).*(cot(a1).*(cot((g3)./2).^2-1)-cot(a3).*(cot((g3)./2).^2+1)
))./(2.*cot((g3)./2)));
end

Function to help find

dγ4
dγ3

function [g4] = funcg4(g3)
global a1 a2 a3 a4 k1 k2 k3 k4

g4 = 2.*acot((sin(a3).*(cot(a1).*(cot((g3)./2).^2+1)-cot(a3).*(cot((g3)./2).^2-1)
))./(2.*cot((g3)/2)));
end
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APPENDIX B.

MATLAB CODE FOR RECS ANALYSIS

gamma1 = 90;
gamma2 = 135;
gamma3 = 180-gamma1;
gamma4 = 180-gamma2;
major = 3;
theta = deg2rad([0 gamma1 gamma1+gamma2 gamma1+gamma2+gamma3]);
nc = length(theta);
nr = 50;
r = linspace(-0.05,1,nr);
C = zeros(2,nc);
d = zeros(2,nc);
w = 0.7901*[1 1 3 1];
Cp = zeros(2,nc,nr);
Cpp = zeros(2,nc,nr);
lambda = zeros(2,nc);
lambda2 = zeros(2,nc);
figure
for i=1:nc
C(:,i) = [cos(theta(i));sin(theta(i))];
d(:,i) = w(i)/2*[cos(theta(i)+pi/2);sin(theta(i)+pi/2)];
Cp(:,i,:) = [d(1,i)+r*C(1,i);d(2,i)+r*C(2,i)];
Cpp(:,i,:) = [-d(1,i)+r*C(1,i);-d(2,i)+r*C(2,i)];
plot(r*C(1,i),r*C(2,i));
hold on
Cpdum = squeeze(Cp(:,i,:));
Cppdum = squeeze(Cpp(:,i,:));
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plot(Cpdum(1,:),Cpdum(2,:));
plot(Cppdum(1,:),Cppdum(2,:));
end

for i=1:nc-1
A = [C(:,i),-C(:,i+1)];
b = -(d(:,i)+d(:,i+1));
lambda(:,i) = A\b;
end
for i=2:nc
A = [-C(:,i),C(:,i-1)];
b = -(d(:,i)+d(:,i-1));
lambda2(:,i) = A\b;
end

A = [C(:,nc),C(:,1)];
b = -(d(:,nc)+d(:,1));
lambda(:,nc) = A\b;
A = [-C(:,1),C(:,nc)];
b = -(d(:,1)+d(:,nc));
lambda2(:,1) = A\b;
siip1 = zeros(1,nc);
siim1 = zeros(1,nc);
s = zeros(1,nc);

%plotting
for i=1:nc

viip1 = [d(1,i)+lambda(1,i)*C(1,i);d(2,i)+lambda(1,i)*C(2,i)];
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viim1 = [-d(1,i)+lambda2(1,i)*C(1,i);-d(2,i)+lambda2(1,i)*C(2,i)];
viip1O = [-d(1,i)+lambda(1,i)*C(1,i);-d(2,i)+lambda(1,i)*C(2,i)];
viim1O = [d(1,i)+lambda2(1,i)*C(1,i);d(2,i)+lambda2(1,i)*C(2,i)];
plot([viip1(1) viip1O(1)], [viip1(2) viip1O(2)])
plot([viim1(1) viim1O(1)], [viim1(2) viim1O(2)])
if i==3

viip1d = [d(1,i);d(2,i)];
viim1d = [-d(1,i);-d(2,i)];
viip1Od = [-d(1,i);-d(2,i)];
viim1Od = [d(1,i);d(2,i)];
plot([viip1d(1) viip1Od(1)], [viip1d(2) viip1Od(2)])
plot([viim1d(1) viim1Od(1)], [viim1d(2) viim1Od(2)])
end
%

plot(viip1(1),viip1(2),’*’)

%

plot(viim1(1),viim1(2),’+’)
hold on
siip1(i) = viip1’*C(:,i)/norm(C(:,i));
siim1(i) = viim1’*C(:,i)/norm(C(:,i));

if i==1
s(i) = max(siip1(i),siim1(i));
elseif i==2
if gamma1+gamma2>=180
if gamma1<45
s(i) = min(siip1(i),siim1(i));
elseif gamma2<135
s(i) = max(siip1(i),siim1(i));
else
s(i) = min(siip1(i),siim1(i));
end
else
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s(i) = max(siip1(i),siim1(i));
end
%

if (gamma1+gamma2>=180 && gamma1<45) || (gamma1+gamma2>=180 && gamma1
>=45)

%

min

%

elseif (gamma1+gamma2>=180 && gamma1<45)

%

end

%
elseif i==3
s(i) = max([siip1(i),siim1(i),0]);
elseif i==4
if gamma1+gamma2<=180
if gamma4 < 45
s(i) = min(siip1(i),siim1(i));
elseif gamma3<135
s(i) = max(siip1(i),siim1(i));
else
s(i) = min(siip1(i),siim1(i));
end
else
s(i) = max(siip1(i),siim1(i));
end

end

%

plot(siip1(i)*C(1,i),siip1(i)*C(2,i),’^’)

%

plot(siim1(i)*C(1,i),siim1(i)*C(2,i),’^’)
plot(s(i)*C(1,i),s(i)*C(2,i),’>’)

end
axis equal
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APPENDIX C.

C.1

MATLAB CODE FOR BISTABLE POSITION SEARCH

Numerical Search

% Design Parameters
w = .00102; %meters
t = .00043; %meters

% E = 1.4*10^9; %Pa, textbook value
% E = 1.55*10^8; %Pa, unworked experimental value
% E = 4.9*10^7; %Pa, worked experimental value
E = 1.5*10^8; %Pa, approximated worked value. This is the value we will use in
the paper.

I = w*t^3/12; % m^4
L = .00152; %meters

V_mag = .0000000639; %m^3
rem_mag = 1.32; %Tesla
uo = 4*pi*10^(-7); %N/Amp^2

global a1 a2 a3 a4 k1 k2 k3 k4

a1 = 2*pi/3;
a2 = pi/3;
a3 = pi/2;
a4 = pi/2;
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k1 = 2*E*I/L;
k2 = k1;
k3 = E*I/L;
k4 = k3;

g3_0 = -5*pi/180;
g3_f = -35.2305*pi/180;

% Test value for g3_f
%g3_f = -15*pi/180;

g3 = [g3_0,g3_f];

% g2 = 2.*acot((sin(a1).*(cot(a1).*(cot((g3)./2).^2-1)-cot(a3).*(cot((g3)./2)
.^2+1)))./(2.*cot((g3)./2)));
% g1 = -g3;
% g4 = 2.*acot((sin(a3).*(cot(a1).*(cot((g3)./2).^2+1)-cot(a3).*(cot((g3)./2)
.^2-1)))./(2.*cot((g3)./2)));

% g41 = 2*(pi/2 -atan((sin(a3).*(tan(a1).^(-1).*(tan((g3)./2).^(-2)+1)-tan(a3)
.^(-1).*(tan((g3)/2).^-2-1)))./(2.*tan((g3)/2)).^(-1)));

g2 = 2.*acot((-sin(a1).*(cot(a3).*(cot(g3./2).^2+1)) + (cos(a1).*(cot(g3./2)
.^2-1)))./(2.*cot(g3./2)));
g1 = -g3;
g4 = -2.*acot((-sin(a3).*(cot(a1).*(cot(g3./2).^2+1)) + (cos(a3).*(cot(g3./2)
.^2-1)))./(2.*cot(g3./2)));

p=1e-18;

dg2dg3=zeros(1,length(g3));
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% Derivative of g2 with respect to g3
for i=1:length(g3)
dg2dg3(i) = imag(funcg2(g3(i)+p*1i))/p;
end

dg4dg3=zeros(1,length(g3));
% Derivative of g4 with respect to g3
for i=1:length(g3)
dg4dg3(i) = imag(funcg4(g3(i)+p*1i))/p;
end

dU_c1 = 0;
dU_c2 = 0;
dU_c3 = 0;
dU_c4 = 0;

% With derivatives
for i = 2:length(g3)
dU_c1 = (k1.*(g1(i)-g1(1)));
dU_c2 = (k2.*(g2(i)-g2(1)).*dg2dg3(i));
dU_c3 = (k3.*(g3(i)-g3(1)));
dU_c4 = (k4.*(g4(i)-g4(1)).*dg4dg3(i));
end

dU_c = abs(dU_c1) + abs(dU_c2) + abs(dU_c3) + abs(dU_c4);

%Rigid body mechanical advantage

MA_r = ((cos(a3)*cos(g3_f)-cot(a1)*sin(a3)).^2+sin(g3_f).^2)/...
(-2*cos(a3)+2*cos(g3_f)*cot(a1)*sin(a3));

MA_r = abs(MA_r);
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% Drop u_o as it is included within H
Mag_mom = V_mag*rem_mag;

H_o = 0.085; %T
H_f = .1571149; %T
step = 1000;

Hvec = linspace(H_o,H_f,step);

H = [zeros(size(Hvec));Hvec/uo;zeros(size(Hvec))]; %Tesla
% The line above says this is in Tesla. I’m not sure if this is correct.
% The Hvec is created in Tesla. Now this is divided by u0, which should put
% this into Ampere/meter. These are the units that the equations use, so
% that would make sense.

Mag_vec_4 = zeros(3,length(Hvec));
Mag_vec_3 = zeros(3,length(Hvec));
dW_in_3 = zeros(1,length(Hvec));
dW_in_4 = zeros(1,length(Hvec));

for i = 1:length(Hvec)
Mag_vec_4(:,i) = -(Mag_mom/2)*[0;cos(g4(2));-sin(g4(2))]; % Divide Mag_mom by two
because we have half magnets in these computations, just for a single vertex.
Mag_vec_3(:,i) = (Mag_mom/2)*[cos(-g3(2));-sin(-g3(2));0];
dW_in_3(i) = abs(norm(cross(Mag_vec_3(:,i),H(:,i))));
dW_in_4(i) = abs(norm(cross(Mag_vec_4(:,i),H(:,i))).*dg4dg3(2));
end

dW_in = dW_in_3 + dW_in_4;

MA_c = zeros(1,length(Hvec));
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for i = 1:length(Hvec)
MA_c(i) = MA_r*(1-abs(dU_c/dW_in(i)));
end

L1 = (0.93+0.06/2)*0.0254; %meters
% L1 = (2+0.06/2)*0.0254; %meters, measure from Landen. Not very reliable I
% think.

% Calculating the output force for the oriceps
F_out=zeros(1,length(Hvec));

for i=1:length(Hvec)
F_out(i) = ((dW_in_3(i) + dW_in_4(i))*MA_c(i))/L1;
end

%Experimental Data from Capstone team

Mag_field_exp = 10^(-3)*[92.36751, 101.72859, 109.52949, 117.33039, 125.13129,
133.71228, 140.73309, 148.53399, 157.1149];
Force_exp = [0, 0.0029, 0.051, 0.07, 0.09, 0.112, 0.13, 0.149, 0.172];

% Standard Deviations approximated for the 35 degree position using similar
% values from the 45 degree position in the Capstone report, Table 6.
StatDev = [0, 0.010261578825892, 0.012581732790041, 0.011436782764397,
0.013311649033835, 0.013583077707206, 0.014909728367747, 0.015610893632333,
0.015610893632333];

err = Force_exp*(.071 + .00261)+.01;

% I’ve multiplied both the Hvec and
% Mag_field_exp by uo to put the units in A/m rather than Tesla. This will
% help equation 17 match the output in the plot.
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Hvec = Hvec/uo;
Mag_field_exp = Mag_field_exp/uo;

% for i = 1:length(g3)
%

g3(i) = g3(i)*180/pi;

% end

plot(Hvec(1:end),F_out(1:end),’color’,’r’,’LineWidth’,2)
xlabel(’Magnetic Field Strength (A/m)’)
ylabel(’Output Force (N)’)
title(’Magnetic Field Strength vs. Output Force’)

hold;
errorbar(Mag_field_exp(1:end),Force_exp(1:end),StatDev,’color’,’g’)
plot(Mag_field_exp(1:end),Force_exp(1:end),’o-’,’color’,’g’,’LineWidth’,2,’
MarkerSize’,5)
legend(’Predicted Results’,’Measured Results’,’Location’,’northwest’)

C.2

Write to Spreadsheet

%initialize variables
m_phi1 = 0:7.5:180;
m_phi2 = 0:7.5:360;
m_phi3 = 0:7.5:360;

filename = ’colored2.xls’;
writecell({’z’},filename,’Range’,’A1’)
delete(filename);
row = {’phi1’,’phi2’,’phi3’, ’phi4’,...
’mechanism’,’type’,’class’,...
’conformedtheta2’, ’theta20’, ’t2cwmax’, ’t2cwmin’, ’t2ccwmax’, ’t2ccwmin
’,...
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’conformedtheta4’, ’theta40’, ’t4cwmax’, ’t4cwmin’, ’t4ccwmax’, ’t4ccwmin
’,...
’predicted V1’, ’actual V1’, ’V1in’, ’V1ex’,...
’predicted V2’, ’actual V2’, ’V2in’, ’V2ex’,...
’predicted V3’, ’actual V3’, ’V3in’, ’V3ex’,...
’predicted V4’, ’actual V4’, ’V4in’, ’V4ex’,...
’toggleK2eq’};

matrix = [row];
%loop
for i = 2:length(m_phi1)
for j = 2:length(m_phi2)-1
for k = 2:length(m_phi3)-1

phi1 = m_phi1(i);
phi2 = m_phi2(j);
phi3 = m_phi3(k);

%Classes (only A)
if (phi1+phi2+phi3<=180)
class = 1;
elseif (phi2<=180)&&(phi1+phi2+phi3<=540)&&(phi2+phi3>=360)
class = 2;
elseif (phi1+phi2>=360)&&(phi2+phi3>=360)&&(phi1+phi2+phi3<=540)
class = 3;
else
class = 0;%none
continue %skip, don’t evaluate
end

row = Checker(phi1,phi2,phi3);
if size(row,2)>1
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%not a change point
matrix = [matrix;row];
end
%

writecell(row,filename,’Range’,strcat(’A’,num2str(l)))

end
end
end

matrix = array2table( matrix );
writetable(matrix,filename)
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